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ABS'!ltACT 

Most developing countries are characterized by dualistic structures 
and r:ural-urbc:n imbalances. In thi"s .paper, these imbalances are discussed 
with specific reference to the development strategies pursued respectively 
by Sri Lapka, Japan, the Republic of Korea and China. 

-·- Sri Lanka has placed a high priority on equality and social welfare 
programmes. Its development has been reasonably successful in achieving rural
urban balance but has been accompanied by slow grmvth, little struc.tural change, 
a low degree ()f urbani'za'tior1~' ancf ui1erripioyment·.· resu'Iting .in· ·a growing imbalance 
between population and productive capacity. 

• • • • • • •• • ~· .. .. • • • • • .- • .. • • .. • • ~ ... • • • • • • J ' •• 

Contrary to Sri Lanka, Japan concentrated.from the_b~ginning of_the 
Meiji era on· "l.ndustria).:.urban· development h .• · .. A .. reasonable spatial bai~nce was 
achieved as the result of industrial development.which drew much of the surplus 
rural labour' orr' th~· J.ahcf' and' into tile urb~n areas; . agricultural development 
through improvements in productivity and 9n the_ :Q.asis. p_f_,_a rath~r egalitarian 
pattern'' of' laD.a:..hol9ing·; particularly. in the'' post-war. period·,-· 'and redistri-

. butive-policies of taxes, subsidies and price adjustments favouring the rural 
areas. Other~factors.wer~-important· such as--political· stability~·pr~tection 
of dome~tic industries, high general levels of savinB and investme~~' h~gh 
infrastructurai.lnvestment:·and'huoyant expdrt'demand~·ali'of which favoured 
rapid development. 

The Republic of Korea has followed a pattern of 19 industrial-u'tban 
development'~ on the pattern of Japan. The cot~ntry started to industrialize 
much later but was assisted by many factors such as high literacy, a moderri 
education system, social stability, extensive post-war lend reform, moderate 
population growth, centralized decision-~akin3, na:ional cohesion resulting 
from pervasive concerns over security, and a "ma:;:ket-oriented economy". 
Policies which specifically favoured rural-urban balance were the creation of 
a good nation· . .ride road network, the t.pread of industry ':hrough the creati0:1 
of estates througiwuc '-i-1e country, the Saemaul Undo~ ("New Community") 
~ovement in the Korean villages, and pricing policies leading to improving 
terms of trade for the rural areas. Quantitative analysis also reveals that 
policy measures that were spatially non-selective played an important part in 
raising levels of welfare throughout the country. 

The Chinese experience is potentially of great significance for other 
developing Asian countries, but its developme~t was dependent upon a strong, 
ideologically motivated leadership and a government with very wide powers; 
a national concensus on goals and priorities; and substantial land, population 
and other resources. Rural-urban balance in China seems to have been achieved 
through a dual strategy of capital intensity on one hand, contributing 
significantly to over-all economic expansion, and on the other hand, the 
intensification and modernization of agriculture, in_part through the use 
of the products of rural industry. 

Rural-urban equality is only one of the goals of development; 
moreover, there cannot be a universal strategy for all developing countries 
in the achievement of greater equality. However, certain ingredients appear 
to b~ essential: the spread of mass education to rural ~reas, population 
control, a multi-faceted approach to industrial development (ensuring a wide 
spatial allocation of industries which are entirely compatible with local 
conditions), as w81l as a national concensus on goals, social cohesion and 
political stability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

''in· most of the dev-eloping countries, low levels of ·fridustr;i,~l 

development, coupled_ with high populacion growth rates, low productivity 

in the agricultural sector, and unequal patterns of land ownership, have 

resulted in various developmental problems; mainly' . a gurplus' 'r~ral labour 

force,- rural" poverty, 11pseudo-urbani:z:ation11
, a~d inequalitie·s between· 

regions~ betli'een sectors end bet~,qeen ind_ividuals. In these countries • 

industr'igl devel'opment has rarely been able to gro~1 to a degree \>Jhere the 

surplus labour force could be ··abs'orbed. within a desired length of time and 

bring about interregional, ·~·ntersect:q~al (e.g., rural versus ·urban), and 

interpersonal equality as well as aggregate' [national economic g~oWt:h. 
. (~ 

Industries in these countries have been mostly large-scale, mode~n and--

capital-intens-ive, with non"'colllpetitive but- institutionally set wages and j 
with non-indigenous tech~ologyi They have been characterized by relat~yely. \ 

high "1age~ and high productivity on o~e hand; and, on ~_l)e other hand, _by 

their e·nclav.e. ·natt!re with- mini.m\im complementary liilkageE; wi~h, small-scale 

industries, with low multiplier effect.and low lapour absorption_ capacity. 

In these countries the growth in the industrial sector did not have a 

trickle-aown effect to the degree expected by many, and did. not bring about 

nation-l-7ide economic well-being. Thus~· most of the developing countries -

can be characterized by duali~m, including rural-urban imba~ance which is 

the topic discussed .in this pape-r. 

-In thi~ paper. several case studies for those countries in the 
- . ':. -~_:· ··t' .·,. .. ~ . 

ESCAP reg1on, which-have been successful in narrowing urban-rural disparities 

will be presented~ Particular attention will be given to Sri Lanka, J~pan, 

and the e.epublic of Korea, and to some extent to the unique experience of 

China. Even though all the fir'st three countries have been successful in 

narrowing rural-urban diEparities, their approaches are_ different. Japan 

and the :v.epublic of li'.:orea- '-!ill provide us "1ith examples v1h:ere, .. Jndustrial- _ 

urban 'development was emphasized-,- and where industrial-.urba.n-. d-evelop~Qent;::s·: 

could bring about both the aggregate economic growth and interregio.~~. 

intersectoral, and. interp~rsonal eq~a~ity - where inequalities haye been 
. . . . . .· . ·; 

only temporary problems on the vmy to nation-wide full development. In 
' I ' .,. • • 

Japan and~.the Republic of _Korea, rural-urban disparities have' been _narrowed 

main,ly_ by the trickling-down process from_ industrial-urban to the agricultural• . . . . 
rural s~ctor. Sri Lanka will p~ovide us with a case where.urban and rural 

/disparities 
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disparities are narrowed _p,; '·emphasizing equality in developrae_nt and thereby I ·. ·. ·.v:(· . 
paying particular attentio::l ·to.~ agricultural-rural development. Thus these 

J ' . "~' . .;~r: . 

t\vo sets of countries provide us 'lvith two alternative ·o;,;Jays to narrow 

rural~urban differences. They present us with examples cvhere industrial 

or ag~icultural development could decrease rural-u~ban disparities. However, 
I 

attention should also be given to other factors indispennable to the success 

of ei~her approach such as reduced population growth,an educated population, 

increksed productivity in ·agriculture, and rather equitable m..mership of. 
I 

agricultural land. They also proyide u~ with examples with possible consequent 

problbs '117hich could result from si_ngle-mindedly pursuing ei~h~r '-b~~ of 

these alternative approache~. 

The study of Japan ean indicate to us mainly the sacrifices a 

developlns ·nation - especially with iow financial resources - must undergo 

on th~ _'~~1ay t~ its industrial developmeht, and the necessary accompa-nying 

conditions and factors. The stud~ ·of the ~epublic of Korea indicates that 
! .... ! 

th~·Japanese:model can be repeated elsewhere- if certain conditions are ~et 

- anb the p~riod of sacrifices in t~rms of urban-rural. imbalances could be 

shor+ned by~ appl~cation of proper polici~s at the proper time • Tbe study 

of ~:r!i.. Lanka can 1ndicate mainly the poss1ble problems which can arise if 

devel~ping cbuntries - ~'lith high population density, and w:.tth population 

growth above replacement level - single-mindedly pur~ue agricultural-rural 

develbpment and rather neglect industrial-u!ban development. Thus, the 

study of s:i Lanka can indicate to developing countries which are considering 

emphasizing agricultural-ru~al development, the possible consequential 

p~obllems the~ may face and ho~·7 to avoid these problems. 
i 

'For Sri Lanka and Japan, their development experiences have been 

reviewed and summarized on the basis of available documents, but for the I : - . . 
Repub,lic of Korea, an original study ~~is. R!Yen. undertaken to evaluate the 

effec,tivenes~ __ of some parti~ular policies employed for reduciJ1g .. urban-r~~al· 

imbalances. · · ·-
. ' 

' 
In the last section, these alternative approaches will be compared 

l 
with the one;·adopted by China, as it is believed by many: that China -has 

solved ~uccessfully the two major problems of development, namely the 
·;. I'·-·\ I • . ' . . . . • 

achievement pf· economic gro't'-rth and the attainment of" a satisfactory distribution 

of ·~Jo~omic benefits, duri~g the: past two: a~d a half decades. The success 

stoJ of Chi~ wi'll be qualified on the basis of available information and 
! 

/the 
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the applicability of the Chinese approach to other Asian and Pacif~.c developing 

countries will be examined. Through comparison of the Chi~ese approach with' 

those of Sri Lanka, Japan and .the Republic of Korea, ·several ·concluding remarks 

will be made. 

II. THE G.ll.SE OF SRI LANKA!/ 

_ 1. ~~e pattern of development 

h . 6 0 2 . Sri Lanka· as an area of approxirentely 6,00 km , a population of 
' . 

about 13 million with the resultant average population density of 200 persons/ 

km
2

, and a population growth rate of 1.9 per_ cent. About-30 per cent of its t 
population, 10 years old and over, are literate. j 

Sri Lanka.gained its independence in 1948 by orderly transition from \ 

colonial rule to an independent government with parliamentary rule~ Compulsory 

education had been introduc2d at the turn of the century• resulting in a 

literacy rate of 70.1 per cent f.or maies and 43.8 per cent for females in 

1946. HAs an independent nation, Sri Lanka got off to an auspicious· start 

with a'sound balance-of-payments position, a government budget with a comfortable 

current account surplus and o standard of living ll1hicl:. riva-lled· the best in 
,. 

the coun::::ries of South and f:outh-1!:-ast Asia11 .(Farga Institute, 1,978, p.3) • 
. -. ' . \ ~ . 

• h' ' : 

C9ntrary .to Japan, social welfare programmes, rather ~han industrial 

development, have bee~ the ~in focus of government policy since the days 

of the Depression. Likewise, rural development, rather than urban development, 

and decentralized decision making, and dispersed public facilities and 

services·have been explicit gqvernment policies: 

"
1The ever.:.growing social wol~are commitments prior to 

independence .w.~re t?_ se~ i!_t_e_scapa'f?le c-onstraint~ .o.n the 
-f'titure · str~tegies, _o,f the national poH.t.ical par~i<r.s and.. : -~: ·' 
their willingness as ~vell.ll,s_· capacity to concenb:a.te .. on · , '·· 
economic· .growth;_ The· in~~6~able- expansion of the· s~cial 
services to provide for a rapidly growing population was 
to present a continuing dilemma for political leaders and 
policy makers. The conflicting claims of welfare-oriented 
policies and development goals were to be a recurrent theme 
in the development drama of the next two decades 11 (Iviarga 
Institute, 1978, p. 4) 

/Table 1. 

l/ Three sources hav~ been mainly used for this country study. All 
of them are excellent studies with much insight and detail. Their authors are 
Marga Institute (1978), :-:.P.·::,·. 0enaratne and E. Wanigasekara (1978), and 
M.8. A!if (1970). 
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Table 1. Sri Lanka, Japan and the Republic of·Korea: 

selected development indicators 

1955 • 1960 1965 1970 

1. Urbani'zation (percentage) 

Sri Lanka . _. 21.6 n.a. 21.8 22.3 
Japan 56.3 63.5 68.1 72.2 
T'.epublic· of Korea 21; .l; 23.3. 33.9 1.}3 .1 

2; Adult :literary rate 

Sri La'nka n.a. 61 n.a. n.a. i 
Japan n.a. 93 n.a. n.a. 
republic of Korea n.a. 71 n.a. ·n.a. 

3. GNP ( I • $US; ,per, caE.~ta 
1975 prices) 

Sri Lanka n.a. 135 1L}O 168 
Japan I -561 856 1,551 2, 6!:-6 
Republ;ic of Korea 138 150 182 337 

4. Share of agriculture 
in GNP (percentage) 

~ri J...anka n.a. 39.1 n.a. -35.0 
Japan n.a. 10.1 7.0 L}. 7 
Republic of Korea n.a. 35.9 36.7 26.2 

5. Percentage of non-
agricultural income in 
income' of farm households 
«:: • •. rJ. T...a~ka n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Japan 29.5 45.0 52.0 63.5 
r.epublic of Korea n.a. n.a. 22.1 24.1 

Sou_}'ces : Song, Ul'1Ci:~..D, November ·1977, pp.. 32, 10, 42, L}5; 

1975 

n.a. 
75.0 
50.9 

78 
99 
92 

190 
4,390 

532 

n.a. 
4.0 

24.0 

n.a • 
66.4 
18.1 

Senaratne 
and ~Janiga~ekara, p. l· • 

'> ~,rorld Bank, World Deve1oEment Indicators, June 

/J.\s 

- !··.: 

1978. 
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As a,consequence, we observe the following characteristics in 
( 

Sri Lanka's case: fair to sluggish growth of the economy; relatively 

little structural change in the economy where the dominant sector is 
' . 

agriculture; spatial and sectoral equality in terms of job availability, 

per capita incomes, services and facilities; lor,1 degree of urbanization 

with almost no change over time in the pe~centage of population living in 

the urban areas;· and bigh percentage of unemployment. 

These points are further e"~plained belo'!!1! 

(a) Fa:G·- to sluggish growth o(the economy 

During the period bet'I-Jeen 1950 and 1971, the rate of growth of the 

economy \i7as lo'I-J, ranging annually between 3. 9 and l~. 5 per cent ( Senaratne 
! ·~, ,-

and r.,Jc\nigasckara, 1973, p. 3), but it is reported that the growth of the 

economy has been even sloHer since 1970. The ~Jorld ::3ank reports that the 

average annual grm•Yth, rate._of CDP from 1960 to 1970 was £: .• (: per cent and 

that from 1970 to 1976 ~-JSS 2.9 per cent norld !~ank, 1978, p. 2). 

I ~ • "' " .. • 

(b)'' Rel~dv~·;liy little structural change in the economy 

Sin~.~ .independence, there has been relatively little structural 

cha~¥1-rf.~t, .the :~,conomy, 't-7here agriculture has always been the dominant sector 

as shown belovY:.f./ 

---------~----------------------------------~-------------------------------------

Shar~;i in ,th~ national output 
(percentage) 

Share in the·work force 
(percentage) 

1959 
1970 

1946 
1970 

Agriculture 

39.1 
35.0 

53.8 
51.6 

.;;ource: Senaratoe and Uanigasekara, 1978, p. 3. 

L ... ~· 

!'·t :. 

Manufacturing 

11.6 
13.8 

10.1 
10.6 

/(c) 

2./ The figures given by Senaratne and irJanigasekara might be biased 
and exaggerate the lack of structural change. For example, ~lackton notes 
that the share of agricultu:r.e in GNP fell from 4l; per cent in 1949 to 33 
per cent in 1972 and that oi'manufacturing· rose from 9 per cent to 13.6 per 
cent during the same periorl CHacLton, 197L<, p. (.). However, another source 
says thaj:,- ti.:.e share of agriculture in GDP Has 3~~ per cent in 1960 and 37 
per cent. ir.. 1976 and that of :i_ndustry 1(. p'er cent and 2.1 per cent, respectively 
(~~orld Bank, 1978, p. 10). These figures can be interpreted to indicate that· 
the stru'ctural change has been particularly· slow since 1960, if not before. 
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(c) $patial and sectoral equity 

I The Gove~nment's policy has been explicit about narrowing the gap between 

urban,and rural areas of the country~ In national policies, there has been 

contiJ:?-ual, st :ong emphasis on decreas i.ng 'the differen~es t'{n the' acces.s t.o and 

utili:lation of the S"cial welfare benefits" (Harga Institute, 1970, p. l~5 and pp. 

34-35~. The minimum weekly rice ration and food' ~::ubsidies helped to promote 

rural1urban b.alance in -~utrition~'l sta~dards (8enaratne and :·1ani.gasekara, 19i8, 

p. 40~. As early, as in 1944, the Government introduced a free health service 

and education: facilities which c·overed the entire country including remote· rural 

areas.

1

1 Furthermore, growth of urban centres iri the rural areas of the country and 

high ~evels ot accessibility in rural areas facilitated equal distribution of 

sociall amenities. As a· result, differences in fe.r.t.ility and··mortality 'ra~es,. and 

levels~~ of ·ed.ucation have been insignificant. We do not observ~ any wide 
3/ . 

disparlities· between urban and ru:ral· incomes.- Increase ir emp~oyment opportunities 

has been mainly in the agriculture sector; ''much of the additional employment in 

the te~t-iary sector ••• originated from the expansion of employment in the 
I . > .. agricu'ltural sector" (Senaratne and l<Janigasekara, 1978, p. 28 ~ 

It has beep claimed by many that Sri Lanka achieved remarkable improvements 

in :.ncre distribution durin~ the period from 196.3 to 1973 (Jayaw~rdena, 1974 and 

Karuna~~la~e,· 1974). ~e claims are_ based on in~om~. data in Surveys of CeYlon's 

Consumer 'hnances condbcted by Central Bank .of sri Lank.§. AccordLhg to them~ ·the 
I I 

average income of a rural worker relative to that of an urb£ln ~-1orker increased I . 
from 50 per c~nt in 1963 to 70 per cent in 1973, and during this period the 

I • . 
bottom! 60 .per _cent of inco~e receivers in the rural as well as the urban sector 

had a. higher groTJ.rth rate of income than the top 40 per cent. This performance of I - - . 
Sri Lanka is quite note~oJorthy par·~icularly because this degree of equalization 

I " 
was achieved simultaneously 'i•jith a fair degree of economic gro'I!Jth such as l~.6 

I 
per cert ~~r year. 

. . 
Hm.Jever, considerable ~oubt has been cast on the extent of 

Sri Lanka: comparison of 
urban-rural .income indicators 

/equalization 

\, 

I· 
Urban Rural ~~l (percentage) 

Urban 
I 

Household income 
per mottth (19q9/_1970) · 

I . . 
Average incom~ 
per spJnding' unit (1973) 

, I ., 

Averag·J. income: 
per inio~e re~eiver (1973) 

Average ~r capita 
inc~e I (19_73) . · 

Rs 235.00 

Rs 794.71 

Rs 632.68 

Rs 151.37 

Sclur.ce: ~r,Iarga Institute, 1978. 

I 
I 

Rs 196.00 83 

Rs 582.14 73 

Rs 446.48 • 71 

Rs 108.41 72 
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equalization claimed (Lee, 1977). The doubt is based on cross-examination of the 

inc~ survey data with cons~~ption expenditure surveys and.real wage data. 

·· Therefore;, al~hough. Sri :G9nka 1 s case is ~nique among _low income developing 

countries in attaining a high degree of equality, it may be· misleAding to :Lndic:lte 

that all the above and other policies· aimed at spqtial and sector~~- _;policies worked . . 

miraculously in Sri Lanka; 

(d) Low degree of urbanization 

"The share of ·the urban popula.tf.on ,in the total population has increased 

by only 1.6 percentage points during the twenty-five-year p·e~_iod" from 20.5 per 
47 ' '·' 

cent in 1946 to 22.1 per cent in 197.1- (Senaratne and Wanig~~ekara, 1978, p. 3). 

Most of the increase in employment occurred in the agriculture-related sectors 

and the economic activity in the urban se.ctor had grown slowly. As a consequence, 4 
Sri Lanka did.not witness~ "dynamic process of urban expansion th&b-~ccompanies I 
rapid economic growth" (Senaratne and Wanigasekara, 1978, p. 3). 

(e) Unemployment 

Since the eradication of malaria in 1947 and the consequent decline in the 

mortality rates, the population increased at ~-r~pid rate. The growth of population 

resulted in the "expansion of work force in the 1960s as the new cohorts began to 

enter the labour market" (Narga Institute, 1978, p. 29). 11k\t the same time, the 

~modern sector of the economy both in manufacturing as well as plantation agriculture 

was expanding much too slowly to absorb the i~crements to the work force. While 

the rural sector that was created as a result of'the resettlement programme 

contributed to employment generation during the 19~0s, it ~as no longer adequate 

to provide opportunities on the scale required by the gr__mdng rural work force" 

(Senaratne and ··i!anigaseRara, 1978, p. 28). ~-1hile the work force grew at 2.4 per 

cent'·-p'et''·annum, employment greu at 1.~ per· cen_t·. per annum, '1>7hich resulted in 1 

million unemptoyed people in 1976 (~arga. Institute, 1973, p. 29). The percentage 

of unemployed work force in 1970 't17as 16 .• 7 per cent for urban~ and 13.7 per cent 

for rural areas (Senaratne and VJanigasekara, 1978, p. 28; Narga I~stitute, 1978,-

p •. 50). 

The balance between rural and urban areas has been achieved (1) on the 

negative sid.e, by a low level of. pull factors in the urban areas; and (2) on the 

positive ·side, by decreased push factors in rural areas: 
'I( 

(a)· Low level of pull factors i~. u~~an areas. Economic activities were 

dispersed in the agricultural sector, and~ the economic activiti~s in the urban 

sector gre·w at a slower pace. Thus, urban areas did not constitute a pull in 

terms of employment opportunities (Senaratne and Wanigasekara, 1978, p. 28). 

/(i) 

!!:_/ Urban is defined to be tm:-ms with population of over 2, 000 persons. 
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n = 0 -
,- :-

~ · (i) Share of int1ustry, ·~ven t·hough it 8reu, r~inerl at about 
10-.13 per cent of GNP. "Hanufacturing activity had little 
effect in creating the industrial urban environment" 

I'-~ 

,. .. (Senaratne,and vlanigasekara, 1978, p. 25). 

(tif. ·Furtbennore, whatever manufacturing industry there was 
dispersed and did not lead to urban d?velopment. 11The 
manufacturing activities in tea and rubber 1 which 
constituted the major components of the.~nufacturing 
sector, 't-Jere 't'lidely dispersed in the plantation secto'i-'·'-- · · · 
.(Senaratne ~~~ \11a~igasekEfra, ,J,978, .P•, .25).. Industrial 
development by the State sector, was in terms of s·everal 
large.-scale projects; ''but these were ·aisper.sed··as 

·· . separqte industrial units in different, .. parts of; the 
country close to sources ~f raw material ahd'did not serve 

i · :: ·! · as i.niportant ilfoci 11 for urbanizatiorr11 · ( Senaratne and 
lAJanigasel>'..ara~ 1978, p •. ~5; Marga Institut:~'.J?:78, p. 40). 

I 

,.,,.,·(lti,. 11In the early 1960s the·•ne't7 industrial enterprises of t~e 
p~iv~te sector based . on import subs_titution and producing 
a wide range'of industrial consumer goods grew in and around 
Colombo. f.i.ost of them, however, had a high import content; . 
the local value added remained small, and the spread effects 

. o.(,.the ecqnomic activiti~s generated in this sector ,uere 
limited'1 <;.:enaratne and Wanigasekara, 1978, p. 25; Marga 

' · Institute~ 1978, pp. 48·(~9). :..•. ·-'.G· ·. 

(iv) 

(v) 

Urban sectors were mainly centres of trade, cormnerc:e and 
other services instead of manufacturing~ Because of declines 
in import: an9 -~ftpqrt <;lCthr:i.ties, trac1e and connnerce activities· 
could not expand. The reasons for thi~ uere declines in 
the fncaine·received from the princip2.l exports, mainly tea, 
rubber, and coco, restrictions on im:orts and import 
substitution policies due to balance of payment problems · ·' 
(Senaratne and ,.Janigasekara, 1978, p. 26; ]'vl..arga Institute . 
1978i p. 48). . 

Iinport substitution policies in agricultur~.dispersed.~he 
re1ated,economic activities (such as transportation, storag~, 
and distribution) to the rural areas. 11Colonio'o cea!uid; to 
be the sole importer and distributer of these items" 
(Senarat:ne and Hanigasekara, 1978,. p. 26; l'1arga Institute, 
1978, p. L}8). 

(~) Decreased push factors in rural areas 

(1.)., .. f.an<l o"tomersR.iP: 
Fi'rst, the rights of tenants were protected by the Paddy 
Lands· Act· of 1953, thus avoiding the "t-10rst features of -
landlordism which are observed in some Asian coun~ries. 
Then, a ceiling on ownership of agricultural land was set 

_: ';. :..... by the Lanp P.eform Act of 1972 to provide lan~ to the 
landless ·agricultural population. i'No. :individual was allowed 

· · to· possess· ·over fifty acres of land of. whjph no more than .. , J: .. 

, twenty-five acres should be paddy land 11 (Sena~atne and · · '· .. c~ 
Hanigasei{ara, 1978·, p·.·L~2-43). ., i .'·>J")·_. 

/The 

:· l 
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The green revolution d'id not result in an exodus of small 
farmers (Senaratne and Wanigasekara, 197G, pp. 43-43; 
Marga Institute, 1978, p. 46). Land is distributed to 
villagers in various ways. One, 11re;habilitating and 
resettling the arable land in the sparsely populated Dry 
Zone •· •.• siphoned .off some portion of the population fro-a 
the densest regions 11 (Marga Institute, 197G, pp. 41-52). 
This involved massive rural-to-rcral planned migration of 
the landless peasants from the· depsely populated v1et Zone 
which facilitated a stable man-land ratio (Senaratne and 
Hanigas5!1-ara, 1978, p. 34; M.·n:-ga Institute, 1978, PP: 
42·/~.3) .-· '11·70, land 'is sold to peasants who had cult1vated 
it for perrr~cent crops for a specified period (Senaratne 
and ~-lanigasel.ara, 1978, p. 32). Three, those lands under 
governmental control and which were nconsidered marginal 
or uneconomical for the cultivation of tbe major commercial 
crops are now being alineated for village e1rpansion schemes 11 

(Senaratne ar:d tTanigasekara, 197[;-, p. l:.7.;). 

Size of holdings: 
113ize of the operational holdings has not diminished during 
this period. In fact, for the holdings of the smallest 
size the· acreage has even increased marginally. There 
has been no significant fragmentation of holdings, on the 
one hand, nor consolidation, on the other~ Various forms 
of joint o't'mership and cultivation in rotation have preserved 
the size of these holdings. Sui, by and large, the general 
picture which emerges is one of relative stabilit7 in regard 
to the size of the operational holdings" (Senaratne and 
Wanigasekara, 1978, p. l~8) • 

. (iii) Agricultural productivity: 
The Government he.:1vily emphasized ircrease in the prodLctivity 
in agriculture by various ways_: agricultural credit, 
subsidiz~d agricultural inputs and services, multi-cropping 
and diversified farming, tractor pools etc. (Senaratne 
and ll1anigasekara, 1978, pp. 35, 41 and 1+2). High levels 
of education of the rural work force enabled the imple
mentation-of modern and scientific methods. 

(iv) Elimination of uncertainties in agricultural earnings: 
Deliberate policies were put into· effect in order to 
reduce uncertainties in the earnings from the agricultural · · 
sector. The relevant government policies.were.mainly 
guaranteed price schemes and crop insurance schemes 
(Senaratne and ~.Janigasekara, 1978, p. 42). 

i(v) 

'2/ 11The pace of colonization of the !Jry Zone uent on uninterrupted. 
Between 19l~E and 1971 out of an increased extent of c5G, 000 ac:tes of· · 
agri~ultural land in the island, 53~,000 acres comprised .additional l?nd 
brought under· cultivation in the Dry Zone through colnoization schemes ••• 
The division of the country's largest river, the HahaveH·, Hill develop 
approximately one million acres in the Dry Zone of which 300~000 are already 
cultivated below optimum level. The first stage of the scheme, which commenced 
in 1971, has now been completed." (Senaratne and Wanigasekara, 1978, p. 41). 
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(v) Agricultural earnings: 

(vi) 

Aside fr·om the indirec·t 'effects of the above stated 
policies on the incomes of the rural population, 
there >:.ras e substantial incr,ease in agricultural 
incomes due to import substitution of various food 
it-ems v1hich resulted 'in a significant rise in prices 
(2enaratne and Wanigasekara, 197?. p. 35). 

Ext·ra~agricult:ural earnings: . 
Extra~agricultural earnings were provided partly 
from the salaries of the pe·rs~nnel employed in public 
s'ervices TJJhich were' dispersed in the rural areas O , 

sud'! as teachers. headmen, rail't'lay and bus service 
personr:e1. 1 ·.;.1elfare and adF.~iniotrative personnel. 
Furthermore, ·agro-based and village-based industries, 
and tertiary activities due to transportation, storage, . 
and distribution of agricultural product::; also provided 
significant amount of earnings. Technical schools 
and vocational training courses enabled youths to be 
productively employed in small-scale industries 
lA'Ihich were dispersed ih the rural areas. Arts and 
c!±-afts, mainly hand loom and po\-Yerlocm weaving centres 

-provided significant increases in income. For 
example, "in i968 it was estimated that almost 76 
per cent of ths labour force engaged in the textile 
industry ~Jas empioyed 'in the handloom sector" (Marge 
In~titute, 1978~ p. 17)~ 

(vii) Social welfare policies: 
Social vmlfare policies were directed to eliminate 
poverty and to provide equal access to public facilities 
ana services. Food subsidy and various consumer 
subsidy policies .-,Y'ere implemented. j!'ree educational 
and health facilities and ser~ices were dispersed 
thro~gh entire ·rural area. 

· The emphasis on rural development and persistent efforts to achieve 

urban-rural balance were'accompanied by a political-ins~itutional setting 

which had the following characteristics: various village-level institutions, 

a highly decentralized administrative system, strong political conciousness 
' ' 

among tJle .rural ma~ses, public part_icipat:ion in decision mak~ng, and effective 

predominanc~ of rural·r~presentation in Parliament (Senaratne and Wa~igasekara, 
.:. I 

1978, p. 37). Aside from tb.e political-institt1tional setting, another 

i;acto;r t-7hici~ enabled the Covermne.nt to carry out its policies 'liJas. the 

transfer of resources generated by the plantation sector (-v1hich was largely 

a high productivity sector) :'to the l01;1-productivity sector _in domestic 

peasant agri~ulture and thereby. implement a multi-faceted P,rogramme .designed 

at improving the living conditions of the people _in the tradi~ional rural 
··I ' 

areas 11 (Senaratne and Wanigasekara, 1978, p. 34). 
I 

. I 
/2. 
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2. The implications of the strategy chosen 

Sri Lanka can be considered· as not part:i-cularly noteworthy from 

the point of view of economic development but probably as a success from 

the point of vie'\-7 of achieving u~ban-rcral baLn:ce, · uttnining 

social welfare and the elimination of poverty, as stated by I:-1arga Institute: 

"Conflicting nppraisals have been made of .:::ri Lanka's 
s'ocial and economic pE!rf<?rmar,ce· si~ce independence. As 
these are based or!. different analytical approaches, the 
conclusions arrived at. e.re. ·~undamentally different. 
During the 19EOs when its grovJth. rate hovered around 4 
per cent, Sri Lanka vms' oftl~n cited. as an example of "a 
development failure': in .that it·. had mismanaged its economy 
and reversed the order. of prtorities qy financing mas_~Jve 
social welfare progrmmnes at the' e1~pense of economic growth 
investment·. and savings .. 

. "In.the late 1960s ther.e was a shift in the oatlook on 
development.and emphasis b~gan.to .be laid.on the need.to 
combine the processes which accelerate growth and expand 
output and the processes-which lead to·more equitable access 
to resources and better distribution of the benefits of 
growth. In this conte1Ct ·.Sri Lanka ,·t; experience has been 
upheld as a "development success" ia that its pattern of 
deyelopment has been anti-poverty iu its orientation. Its 
.positive achievements in the field of·human and social 

_development have prompted many to eva~uate its experience 
·.'as a "suc~ess II in te:rms of the new ccmprehe.~lS :Lve. crite~ia 

of development. · 

"Sri Lanka's. performance· ho;.;ever demonstrates that 
her .out~tanding social achievements, when ju~~aposed against 
'the negative features ._.jhich .:;:.cccmpanied ·~:hem, rest on insecure 
founda·tions - c=t persistently lo~• eco~omic growth ·rate .:accompanied 
by ine.dequate snvings and capital fo:nnation, massive unemployment, 
negl.igible industrial growth, a grovJing burden of external 
debt and.heavy dependence on imports for a significant share 
of essential consumpt:i.on goods. 

11The truth in re_lation to her performance would thus 
appear to lie somet,lher·e· bet-v1een the dismal failur'~ and the 
sp'ectacular succe_ss vi:i.~_ch con.i:licting ,appraisals ~ave either 
.~oridemned or lauded.; 1 (Larga Institute, 1978, p. -3.0 •. ) 

• : !.; 

Hot-rever, ·in a loCJ.ger tern c::::.:J.J_ys:i_s, the country ~ppear.s to 

be heading toward a dismal future·rather than a promising one if past·policies 

are to be continued. Insufficient. grc;nilth in the industrial and modern 
c ' 

sectors of the economy, accompanied by anriulll" 'population groW.th- rate of about'. 

2 per cent· 'is resulting in "groNing imbalan~e between ,popul;ation and prod:uctive' 

capilcity 11 (J:larga Institute, 1978, p. 28). · The present r~te of unemploymi'nt. 

which is ab.-eady high is bound to · incr.E:ase in the future. aq.d. the growing 
·' 

/burden 

" 
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burden of external debt ('t-7hich waE> mainly due to a decline in the rel_ative 

price of ;the c~:>Untry' s agri~ulJ:ural exportf,i; and the necessity to import 
I . . . ... ' • 

some of th0 food requiremehts of the countty) tah.nci.t be i'eversed within 

the foreseeable futU;re unless a clrasd.c· ·~ciU.dy change ta~~~·, pla.ce· • .§./ 

III. THE CASE OF JAPAN 

1 .. ·· The pattern of development 

.Japan has a population of 112 million (1975) which makes it the 
_:_ . ' 

sixth larg_est .nation in the world, and an area ·of 370,000 sq km. About 80 

per cent. o·:f ·.~he land is mountainous. and is scarcely ·inhab{tec:i .•. Therefore, 

the dEmsit}r'of h~n settlements is one of the world's highest··. .J?cipulation 

density ·per km
2 

of habitable land is 1,400 persons •. Historically and 

also at the present, human s'ettlements }1av:e l:>e~n conc'Emt~ated. -in areas 
- . . . ·. . ' . ... . . . . . ' . . ...... ·~ -

along the .. sea .coasts,· ·where· rivers flow into the· sea and ·the ·aand is .. " '.' . . 
- . 

relatively flat. ·The. ·nation began to modernize in 1868 at the b~ginning 

of what is· call~d··_the· He(j i .era. 
~I • - ' ' ' ' . 

Japan pres'Emts, in a way, a c'ase oppos·i:te to that of Sri Lanka. 
l 

Since the beginning of Meiji era, Japan clearly make a decision in favour 

of industrial-urban development and it was carried out cons~stently •. Japan 

followed n? st~ategy 'li7hich almost blindly concentrated all resources and .. _. . .• . 
"' efforts•into.one•single· pursuit" (OECD, 1971, p. 68). TI1e rural sector, 

ho'li7ever ·in ·the i'~itial phc?.ses qf industrialization served to foster 
0 ' •• ..)•)/ ,; ...... ' • 

·/industrialization. 

6/ ;)'As the' country's ·structure of agricultural production was ', 
heavily ~r'ie.ntec to pr.imary e:i~port cormnodities, the domestic ou.tput of food l_' 
in 1953 HUS;.iab.le· to satis·fy o'ni'y C?..l per cent .of the national re·quirement. ~ 
Althoug~ t~ere has ~een aP. increcse in producti~n during the subsequent 
two decades, in 1973 food i.mports to the value of about 22.0 per cent of 
the requirements had to be still' resorted· to, to feed a population which 
had increased by 62.4 per, c:ent. ·The net result of these commitments 
comb:ine~ 't-Jith. the persistent decline in the purchasing po:v1er of .~xports 
has beeri a massive deficit in the country's balance of payment·which bas 
to be met thrc.ough externa;L. borrowing and d~elopment assistance.· At ·, 
the end of 1975 t4e long-term external debt had reached. Rs .. ~,, 704 .. 9 million 
which was approxinultely 89 per ce'nt of the average export'· ~arnings in 
1974 and 1975" (Marga Institute, 1978,. p. 29). It can ber.:interpreted that·· 
these· difficulties had caused the socialist administration. to, lo~e .. in the: . ". ' ·, , . ' ' . ~ ',r.·. . ' 
last national election. 

' j 
\ 
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' ' 

industiializ~tion. . \, . 
· .... 

1'.evenu_es from the primary export sector were· used to 

Furthermore, the rural sector fos.t~recl industr·iai.ization 

because _-:i-t ha'd: a_ large body o~ uorkers -v1ho \vere -v1illing to \mrk for low 

., b'_l_ · J · 1 f · · 7 I Th 1 "tiages, t.-:.us ena 1.ng a pen to compete 1.n t Cle ore1.gn marL:ets.- : ·: e rut a -

urban balance was ·-not a serious concern until recently and, by th~t tims 

it was possible to achieve it as a consequence of hi~h industrial'" deveiopment, 

by the trickling down process across the space and sectors. 

Econpmi_c peveloptnent _ tbro~gh industr.ialization was. carried out 

with a top-down approach; aggregate nati~nal-growth and development 

predominated over concerns about intersectoral and interregional equity; 

.. ·, 

"grow first and distribute later" was the motto. Policy-makers apparently 

thought that growth maxtmization eventually would solve problems of. inequality, 

and oper!. and disguised unemployment. Uniike Sri Lanka, 11social overhead 

capit;al or welfare· ·atr~fngem~RI!s were the least of the policy:..mak~rs" 
worries .•• ~ in the 1950s it, ~a~:- actually felt that social overhead capital 

formation implied a waste of resources" (OECD, 1971, p. 69) •: More 

balanced development and equity were con~~~ered to be in conflict with 

over-all gro't-7th. · These goalS v7ere 11procl~imed by the· Japan i-s ru,ling elite, 

but 'were accepted and widely admired with in Japanese society" (Gliclanan, 

1977, p. 9). The ·economic system was predominantly private enterprise-

free market?. and not a ~o.cialist economy. 

Industrially-led development during the period since 1945 led to 

(a) very rapid economic groVYth v1l:.ere the growth rate of GNP was about 

10 per cent for two decadec until 1973; ('.J) very lmr1 levels of unemployment 

of about 1 per cent or less; and consequently (c) interregional, 

intersectoral (including ur-ban-turai) and inter-personal per capita 
f:, 

/income 

.. ··:. 

Z/ "This willing frugality on the part of Japan's large agricultural 
population has been in the past one of the country's greatest assets in 
its industrial competition with the Occident, for it operated to keep 
industrial wages low and thus permitted the Japanese manufacturer to 
compete" (Trewartha, 1965, p. ll~9; and also see Kornhauser, 1976, pp. 105-
106). 
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income dispai'itiE:!s l,rhich initi~~lly uidened, but eventually converged.!!/· 
; '' ~· ~ t_. :I I •• • 

A.fJ e consequence of rapic industrialization, we observe - contrary 

to Sri L~nk.a'~ case - high and very raptd levels of urbanizat;on, and 

structural changes in the economy. net~.Yeen 1955 and 1968, the farm 

population decreased at a rate of.SOO,OOO per year. By_~??S, only about 

15 per cent of the po~ulation lived in rural areas. Between 1965 and 197~, 
,· ' 

the share of labour in the primary sector fell from 41.9 to 17.4 per cent; 

but there wa.~··, an· increase i'n the share of the manufacturing sector from 

17.7 to 27~2 per ce'nt (OECD;·l971~ p. 8)'. 

/Table 2. 

Qf· ·.In· the period s-ince 191.,5 various -measures of per capita income· .. : 
dispari~ies increased until early 1960s, then converged. P~nge of income 
di,spai-it'y (i.e., the difference between the· highest and the lowest indexe-s of 
prefectural per capita personal income ,.;rhen the national .average ·is set at 
100) and coefficient of variation (i.e., the unweighted coefficient of 
variation of all prefectural pe±. capita 'incomes) decreased about' '30 per 'cent 
betv7e.en early 1960s and 1974 (I:era, 1973a, p. 159). In 1965 the population· 
of the regions where. the per capita income was less than 80 per cent of the 
national average was only 22·:per cent; there was no ·region where the per · ·
capita in.com~- ~.;ras less than 75 per cent of the national average. On t~e 
other hand, in Italy, in the liezzogiorno, which has 38 per cent of the 
Italian population, the per capit~ income is 68 per cent of the national 
average. Income disparity, throughout the 1960s, between the richest and the 
poorest' prefectures remained· a~out ~ to 1. For example, in 19.60, while 
the national average per capit~ ir1come v1as $US 308, it \·7as $US (36. for Tokyo, 
and .$T.J2, 192. for Kagoshima (in 1967 the per capita incomes increased to 
~US t.",'l:.z:;, CUS 1,533, and $US :::.36, respectively) (OECD, 1971, pp. _9-10 and 
132 in Gidik, 1978, p. 33). 

During_ J960:-1968, the average monthly income increased· by 180 per cent 
for farm households, and by llC per cent for urban employee's households 
(OECD, 1971, p. 9). 

According to a study by Sawyer (1975), Japan seemed to be among the 
countries (along with Sweden and Australia) with most ·egalitarian income 
distribution as measured, e.g., by the Gini coefficient (Glickman, 1977, 
p. 10). 

•, ... t . 

!:· ·· .. ' 

• , ... ,, .'r'i. ~ •• 
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Table 2. Indexes of inter-prefectural income disparities 

• ! 

IDl ID2 .. 
- • !• '• ~ :. ·~I'" . ~ . 

1954 
1955 93.9 0.18 

1956 99.1 0.20 
1957 93.3- 0.20 
1958 91.2 0.19 
1959 r,_. 93.7 0.19 
1960 94.1 0.19 

1961 .99.5 0.20 
1962 97.8 0.20 
1963 92.8 .- 0.20 
1964 90.8 0.19 
1965 84.9 0.17 

1966 83.2 0.16 
I.~ , : 

1967 ,~p .• o 0.16 
1968 78.5 o'.15 
1969 78.3 0.15 
1970 77.9 0.16 

1971 73.3 0.15 
1972 71..1 0.15 
1973 66.8 0.13 
1974 65.8 0~13 

1975 

Source: Mera, 1978a, p. 159. 

Notes: ID1: The_,raq.ge of income disparities a~ defined by the difference 
between the.highest aad,th~,.low~~t indexes of provinCial per capita personal 
income when the national ave;ag~ is ~e~ ~t_lOO~ · 

.. · ID2: The unweighted co~fficient of variaUon of all provincial 
per capita personal· incomes:. · ·;·- - : 

'';.,. 

/As 

~ 

J 
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As has.been ~epresented by declining urban-rural income disparity_ 

since the beginLing of th_e._1960s, the u::ban way of life' penetrated even 
• I-

to the most remote rural areas part1cularly during the 1970s. Rural areas 

increasingly acquired publi·c facilities and services. Fruits of the develop

ment of the country spread throughout the whole Japanese archipelago: 

"The vigour of Japanese economic expansion in the post-war 
period, especially after 1955, has·been so remarkable, and 
the burgeoning of the secondary and tertiary industrial 
sectors so spectacular, that the growth of agriculture and 
of primary pursuits in general has tended to seem of less 
significance. Yet agriculture also has realizeQ many 
unprecedented gains, both in over-all efficiency and in the 
status of its practitioners. The once economically down
trodden farming class, for example, has been almost entirely 
replaced by a relatively affluent; landowning, rural middle 
class, and gone are such traditional agrarian ·scourges as 
the absentee landlord and the wretched tenant. Signs of 
affluence in the countryside are everywhere at hand in new 
buildings, ne~¥ vehicles and accountrements, frivolous as well 
as professional, and in a general aura of well-being never 

· · before seen in Guch surroundings. The basic picture may be 
much the same but many details are new and perhaps hidden, 
especially to the uninitiated. ~here is still much validity 
in a basic description of small plots, carefully tended and 

; . of enormous variety, interpersed' w~th tidy but narrow lanes 
·of access, intricate networks of drainage and irrigation 
ditches ono subtle changes as the addition of television 
aerials, telephone lines, improved roads and irrigation 
faciliti~s, or such as modernized kitchens with running 
water nnd possibiy gas stoves, water and bath heaters, and 
electrical appliances 'or wholly new electrical systems within 
the home. More subtle still are the myriad changes that 
have come to the styles of daily living of farm families. 
The professio~, to be sure, has played a·somewhat secondary 
role in the general national advancement of the past decad~, 
for individual incomes-have been consistently and even 
increasingly less ~han those for urban-industrial pursuits, 
but the almost silent revolution within the agricultural 
domain remains one:.:?f the more vivid elements of success in 
po.st-war Japan, chiefly because it represents an almost 
complete reversal of previous circumstances" (Kornhauser, 
1976, PPo 43-44)c 

/Figure 1. 
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tgure.l. Changes in percentage of households owning selected durable 
eonsu~er goods to total of households, farm 

Source: ·Economic Survey of Farm Households, Mitiistry of 
Agriculture, Household Budget Survey, Prime Minister's 
Office (in Hidee Ishioka,"Japanese Village in 
Transportation") 
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2. Elements of development policies 

To be r::)re precise, the rural-urban balance in Japan was achieved 

not only by (a) high levels of industrial development alone, but also 

(b) improvements in the agricultural sector, and (c) a host of redistribution 

policies, which can be summarized as shown below: 

Industrial 
development 

Agricultural 
development · 

Redistribution 
policies 

1. High absorption of rural 
surplus labour; tightening 
of the labour market; and 
convergence of wage 
differences 

1. Land reform 1. Tax and subsidies 

2. Availability of non- 2o Improvements in 2. Prices of agri-
agricultural.jobs the agricultural cultural 

productivity products 

The rapid and high levels of industrialization created pull and 

were accompanied by significant rural-to-urban migration. Not only was the 

surplus agricultural labour force absorbed in the industrial sector, but also 

a large amount of "entire family" migration took place from rural areas to 

the urban-industrial centres. High levels of industrialization caused 

tightening of labour markets and consequently convergence of intersectoral 

and interregional wage differentials. 

Tightening of the lao,our market, besides rapid and high levels 

of industrialization, was also due to decrease of population growth rate 

down to approximately 1 per cent,~/ i.ea, to the repla£ement level, both 

in urban and rural areas101 (Tachi, 1971, p. 6). In rural areas, decrease 

in population growth plus the selectivity of the rural-to-urban migrants 

of young and fertile age caused very low and even negative natural growth 
11/ rates.-- As a consequence, in rural areas, we not only do not observe 

/overpopulation 

~/ Furthermore, after the return of repatriates, Japan had very 
restrictive policies against immigration such that the role of international 
migration in the population growth has been nil. 

10/ At the end of the Second World War, there was a "baby boom" where 
average ~nual population growth rate was about 2.92'per cent; furthermore, 
by 1950, 6.2 million repatriates returned to Japan from various Asian countries. 
However, one decade after the end of the Second World War, that is by 1955, the 
economy was restored to its pre-War level,' and the birth rates both in urban 
and rural areas decreased to approximately 1 per cent. 

11/ For example, in 1965 "about six per cent of all minor administrative 
units in Japan have indicated reverse of vital rates, that is higher death rates 
than birth rates"; and 30 per cent of all minor administrative units showed 
"very low level of natural increase rate's, less than 5.0%0 which is much lower 
than national level of 10.0%011 (Kuroda, 1969, pp. 9-10). 
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overpopulation, we observe depopulation and the consequent problems of 
- ~ 12/ 

population and labour shortage.--

Another way by ~vhich industrialization helped to narrow urban-rural 

disparities was to provide non-agricultural jobs to the rural population. 
::- f 

In 1974, as much as 68a7 per cent of rural households' income was from non-

agricultural sources; and the fact that the amount of non-farming income was 

reversely proportional to the farming income helped to increase especially 

the income of the relatively lower income groups (Kim, 1978, p. 12). 

"Farmers have been outcompeted by urban occupations, but most 
have drawn heavily on employment opportunities in the city 
to augment and finally to dominate their farm incomes. 
'Part-time' farming, performed by commuters, is the rule in 
Japan today, with routine chores being accomplished by. women, 
children and the elderly'~ (Kornhauser, 1976, p. 52). 

It was possib~e for the rural population to participate in non-agricultural 

jobs in.the city areas because the growth in job opportunities_in local cities 

in rural regions grew more rapidly than in the metropolitan areas since the 

second half of the 1960s (UNCRD, 1974, in Koike and Yamamoto, 1976, p. 72) • 
.. 

Furthermore, the rural population was able to commute because of the high . 
degree-of mobility available for most parts of the country. 

T~e in_crease in job availability in nonmetropolitan areas is due 

to so--called "polarization·reversal11 phenomenon (Richardson, 1977). The 

reasons for this can be briefly summed up as (a) the availability of an 

advanced level of transportation and communication network; (b) the tightening 

of the labour market nation-wide and consequential convergence of wage 
~ \ 

differentials; (c) reduced economies of scale in metropolitan areas; (d) 

changa in values in' favour of environmental amenities; (e) increase in 

fobt-loose industries; (f) decrease in economic growth and stagnation in 

foreign demand, and the consequen:t emphasis on the domestic market; 

(Richardson, 1977;. Lo and Salih,.i978a; Mera, 1978a). Polarization r_eversal, 

in Japan, is considered to be mainly due to structural changes, and not very 

much due to government's intervention. 

the'highlight of improyements in the agricultural sector is the 

' land reform which was carried out at the end of ~he Second World War 
:1', 

(in 1946-1949) during the Occupation by the Allied Forces and which was 

/late~ 

·; ~·t2/ 'There was not only a labour force shortage in agriculture due to 
depopula:tion' in rural areas, but it also became 11 difficul t for rural comnrunities 
to mainta:L-a, t"he-ir living standards including education, public health and environ
mental facilH·i'eS, at a national minimum.,· (OECD, 1971, pp··~· 8 and 127). 
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later extE:nded ii1 1952 in the Agricultural· Land Law. These reforms restricted 

the agricultural land holdings to no more than 3 hectares for self-cultivation 

and to .1 hectarG for :r<:11ta!.. uuc. 

Productivity in· agriculture was increas·ed many-fold due to the appli

cation·of·modern t·echnology a·nd •$-e·ed development such:that even though tJ:te 

rural poputation ~ontinued to decrease, rice production continued to increase 

and new nhd· hitherto-unknown quantities of surpluses were createdo 

Income redistribution policies in favour of the rural population have 

also been important factor in narrowing_urban-rural disparitieso These 
. ' 

policies were in the f.orm of (a) ta~es and subsidies, and (b.) pricing· policies 

for agricultural p~odutts. Tax and: subsidy sycitems were sUch that revenues 

collected by the central G~vernment were allo~~t~d· to local· gov.ernments mainly 

on the ba~is of needs rather than the amount collected& ... Pricing policies for 

the .agrtcultur:~l products .!}ave been _such that the. rur?l population was assured ' 

a mininr.:;m accept;:tble level of in~o:ne • 

. ·P::::-evi.ously it was stated that in Japan; u:::-ban.:rurai disp·arities were 

narrov1ed because of high levels· of industrializath:>n;,: Unlike other developing 

countries, in Japnn, indul:lttialization wao main'ly :(irtdi·genous and self-reliant 

and developed ve:-:y rapidly from pr~_rr,c::::y-expor:~ -~R }.mpor..t-nubstituti.on and to 

export-oriented ind!,lstries. TypicaEy, it wcs· ft;o_,~ .light _industries (such as 

textile:;;) tp h2.~:vy industry (s\,lch e::; pe::.rochP..!,uic3l) ,: ·to ir .. formation industry 

(such as, co:'!lputers) ~-n the ne.::tr f:ut1,1re; nnd fr-om cottage industries to small-
' ' _, . ~. . 

scale, and to large-f'cale indu.str;i.e.s. .:. 

It v7a3 a re;:;~d.t of ·pntient, s::ep-by-step efforts, which started in 
13/ -

Heiji era.- · It ffiay be :Jaid that :1. t took Jap.;m approximately seventy-five 
r . 

years to corr.plete 
14/ 

its industrialization and· to observe ~he consequent trfckli.ng-

down process o- Du;:ing tile i1c.iji e:::a, the:;.·e .. ,ere many significant changes 

/on .. 

13/ Japanece people have been fortunate on several counts. One is their 
leaders at all levels o£ the hierarchy ·of the Government, have "beeri··"'·exemplary 
themselves, were careful to extol such traditional cultural val~es ?S. frugality, 
honesty and subservience to ~~thority, all of which were invaluable assets 
during the 't-7hole process of industrial modernization11 (Kornhauser, 1976, p. ·116)~· 
The second. is at the time Japan began to modernize and industrialize, the country 
was already unified; the minority g;:oups like the Ainu people were_completely 
assimilated or ~vere reduced to extinction so that there ~vasr no internal strife. 
FurLhermore Japan was an independent country both po!.itically and economically. 

•. J.l~/ Seventy-five year!'3-· is the period. from 1868 to 1960 excluding the 
period::; of· the Second World Ha:r:: ::md recovery· fz-on\- _it of 1941 to .1955. 

I ,- ' . ,_, 
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on the road to modernization and industrialization such as institutional 

modernization, establishment of a t;lation-wide transportation netWork of 

railways etc~ But especially, the importance given to education .and acquisi-
•' .... t • 

tion of sophisticated levels 9f'Western technology is remarka~~e. A highly 

educated labour force may have been one of the most important fac't01;s for the 

f 1 . 'd 1 d 1' f 151 h d 1 1 f kn success u 1n ustria eve opment o Japan.-- Sop isticate eve s o ow-

how attained through technology oriented .education and through borrowing 

technology from· the Wes·tern hemisphere facilitated the development .of indi

gen'ous technology. A highly educated labour force made it- possible to apply 

a whole range of technologies in industry. 

Factors other -than a highly educated labour force and sophisticated 

levels of know-how whi:ch contributed to economic development .o·f J:apan are ; · .·: 

briefly listed below: -~ ' :_ 

- Political stability, social cohesion, achievement-ori~~tatlon 
and general :consensus on the developm-ent priorities; close 
co-operation ·in the decision making between Government and 
private entrepreneurs. 

- Protection of domestic industries, rr<>:.•:ention of imports of 
consumption go0ds~ 

. ' .~ (~ ~ .. 

High degree of savings an~ 'ubsequent high degree of investment 
in the industrial sectoro-2 

1- Emphasi-s 

15/ "A more important. factor mentioned several times already, has 
been the~igh educational level attained by Japan's labour force •• ~. 
Without a competent and increasingly skilled labour force, a good deal of'the 
investment .effort might well have been wasted (or not undertaken ·in the fir.st 
p'lace)" (Boltho, 1975, p. 101). · · 

16/ Gras~ nation.ill savings as a percentage of GNP in current prices, 
rose from 23 per cent in 1953 to nearly 40 per cent in th"e early 19iOs. There 
are many .reasons cited f~r the high percentage of sav~ngs, su~h as payment 
of a p~rt· _of the wnge.s, in terms of a bonus a few times a year~ very low 
social security payme~ts in old age (retirement),_ etc. But ·one of -these 
reasons is .said to b~ ,11 consumption revolution". "T.~aditionally :it has been 
argued (for instance by Nurkse or Shinohara), that J:apan had ~;~ucceeded i'n 
isoiating itself from ,'l-1estern· consumption habits ·.at the same. time absorbing 
W~~tern techniques~. The virtual· abs~nc~ 9f 'demcl.nsb:-at;f.on effect'. on c<;>_~sump
don, combined ~.rith-:tbe presence of a 'strong 'demqnstration effe~t'?.'on· invest
ment, meant that:reladvely high savings ~rid investment ratios ·could be main
tained", in contrast to the experience of today's developing economies 
(Boltho, 1975, pp. 89-90). 
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- Emphasis en industrialization at the expense of public 
servicesl7/· and a very low level of expenditure for defence. 

- High degree of concentration of public investment in those 
areas ~here apparent demands for infrastructure existed 
so as to achieve a high rate of return from investment. 

Rather constant and high demands for the industrial outputs 
in the export markets. 

Here the role of small-scale industries in Japan should be stressed as a 

m~jor vehi~le for promoting the trickling down process. There are various 
i 

reasons why the Japanese industrial goods could be sold at a competitive 

price, such as relatively few strikes and thus loss of fewer working days. 

H~ever one of the most important reasons appears to-be the complementary 

relationship between large-scale and small-scale industrial 'establishments 

where the latter work as sub contractors to the former. The advantages-' of 

this relationship are that the large-scale establishments are able to keep 

only the minimum required con~tant labour force with high wages for performing 

/mainly 

17/ The Government's social overhead investment for social well
being (such as public housing, welfare and social insurance programmes, · 
etc.) was largely neglected. For example, in 1971, "government current 
expenditures as a proportion of GNP was 58 per cent of similar expenditures 
for the United States arid 42 per cent of the United Kingdom11 (Patrick and 
Rosovsk.y,,, ).976, p. 44, in. Glickman, 1977, p. 5). "The major share of public 
capitail·.w:as devoted to business-oriented investments such as ports, sewers, 
water supply, land reclamation, and roads. • • • For instance, a-ccording_ 
to the Japan Economic Planning Agency (1975) industry-related public inves·t
ment was.r57 per cent of total investment between 1959 and 1966; it fell 
to 51. ,per. cent by 1973, in part under the impact of protest by citizens 
w.ho deii!Clnded more social (or 'life-related') public spending •••• 
Indicators of social well-being grew at approximately 5 per cent per year 
during the 1960s. This was less than half of the economic growth rate 
(Glickman, 1977, pp. 5-7; and 'also see Patrick and Rosovsky, 1976, pp.28-· 
35 and 41). "The following statement, taken from an official pubication,
epitomizes Japan's growth strategy: 'It is impossible to produce 3,000 tons 
of pig iron in a blast furnace capable of producing only 1,000 tons, but 
it is possible tocrowd in three times the passenger capacity in an electric 
train" (E.P.A., ES, 1962-.63, p. 35, in Boltho, 1975, p. 67). 
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mainly managerial and. ~igh-s~~~,l £uncti0ns .~nd 

ments with low wage's perform ·~6:ufine :produ-~ti'6n 
18/ ~;..,I. 

costs. in production.~.~-' \'.:. '· .. : .. · · , "~' . 
. .. ·---~--~- ·-· 

let small-scale establish

functions, thus saving . 
~ 

• \ , r • , • .~.,.'! ·;>.· 
On the-:·cb'ntrary, we 0bse-J;v.e .in most".o:f ~the prei'Jent dev~loping 

":•~ p -... :"\•"' .. . ·: t~:; ~. ...... :~;.;~: . 
countrfes a· nuifi:b~r of uhf'avourable sign!? for, the J?panese pattern of· . 

·_ developni~ifbi:.r·~ttt~n i'li'i~t;eififte ·mas~: ... i:n·: the lqb~u~ for~~,;:·~ low l·~;~ls .. G'£ know

-~"'·Lh~w_;! a' p61tt~{c~Uy·'·~oDfH~r~r:-environment :~vh~;r~ pol;·~:i~~l \ea.de:rs~-do ~ot-
~.. '•fJ .. 

know when their term may end abruptly, and tr.y to~s.~tisfy all segments-of 
•.... . .' >· r \ .: 

-.;•)[~:Jv·tne. populat;~on_ ~q a~ o.I?-~~.;\.~.'the import ~f iuxurfbus consumpti~'n· goods 

· ;.-. · ii'l;~J'-'for the _tis~ ·;~_f; _co~9·f.~iP-.r~i.i!~.;; ,. low lev-~-~-~ of s~~ings ~iid id~es tmen-t. -¥~ 
... ·,:::~').~dustri,alLc~p!_~al~-" .i,~~~-i~~-tior\aqy set_.hj.gh wa~~s for th~:labour, fo't'f;e· 

~" • ,•,!:. • • ' • • • • • 1 { \ . ..: 

IJ }, J'::'r~n t~e mc;>d~t-n~~.tQd~s-t~~ilt)? ... ~tor,, ,and. e-o~~~que~·tiy the ~ht-lave n_attxr@qf the 
·r)r' ~ •• l ~ . . . .. - . ( ~ . ..;. \. - ~. :_, .. :- . . . r; f'' l.~ l ~~.. . 
· ~:):mod~_J;n ~ndUs:t;~a_l. s,~<;J?;; ,,~-~~,.. •. t~o ~ft-;~n, pr~v:i)egecl cl'a''s:S·&s:_o·f'·'tli~ -a.ev~loping 

;u·,;..t·Pcauntries· .exp_~Y:.~~_,_,_i_n~tt.fl::;lg~C\\~~'?. -~~~b.:~eveioi> ·i~·~' ·short(i>~:r·idd Vdf .. d.~e. 
, ~ '• ' 1 •• '"- 1 ' • '.1 '._lj • , \ l 1 J ~", '- ·, , , • • • 

•.:;j_:,:·: anq most im\)~:~.P.~"t-~)!¥11:~~~ i~l)'~-~~?}~'l:~~g sa~~i~i~e~ "i'~~'tlfe'ir 1?rgsent·~Jijtimp-
' '!J,:w~'idrt~·pa.ttarn~,1~P.o}ife:;;~.q¥.l~s (Ge,c!_i:k~ 1978~ ·PP·~· 80-90)'~> . ·a;· . . t!::~:·n b.')J. 

:to. 

• ' ' ..: •• .: • ~J.. • :... • ·: .. •• • ~ -, 
.. ·.; ~H··t .!JJ'!)fl:<:o.fi:l\lsb :.:)dj 

M J f19f;1f ' 0 • 

.. f. . . .. ::: Ji ·.c , ·. . ., .j:~ 

:_J , __ . 
·.f ::P: .. 7t7;. 

.... 
.. ~ .. ! . f<.v: ·· 

J •. 

~l11,1:• • I 't ~· 
-J •' !lo -· .. ;:" 

· .. f~t. I :;:t l .dLu; ·::is: .. 

-: .~ : .. ;·· 

I 
"';' 

:·: ..;..\ U:-' J. . . 

'{',')•.• 

.s., 
t> .) i 

·~ . . . 

/iv •· , 

::b 

.. J?'~·:;: ~·i· i" 
- ':"~ o,:rt'". 

·;. ' ·~ ·_;. )r c'-

_,.... _____ __::_.....;.·~·""':- ~ ,-1-' • ~()~+ 
'o•~,) -'. J::: b• • :'jJ,, !)' 

.~:k • 
. . , ·J.:... · ··!s/ Io·-.Japa:n··j'.·iti is saidl"t;:~e;_s~!llut~i1n~6us_presence of a mc58ern, 

._,; ... efU.C:i::eil-t.,.·, large-seal~' pigl;l-w~ge SE;!Ctor' 'arid or cFnB'St of small, labour-
- .. ' '•-' : .) r '·f ,- • ' • . ' 

. ,. :. ~ . 

intep.sive, low-wage firms,· both set'S ·of ~tfterp-rises coexis titig not o.nly 
with'fh the same region'S ... 1))uJ::"ala.o wtt.\\in th?· .s~!!lla i~dustriai brancttes·. 
-However;·. the .lack of .. direct con tact between'· 'fh~' mcid'iirti:'coi:p'oration'·~md 

.\ • • • ..:... •• • 41 ~. • .. ff.() .·'\~. . r·· · ·. · ' 
. : .. / ... , .c~h'1 ... ~-~1£-emp;loyed peasant or _artis-an:/ iinplifeit:ip-·.·~~~~ .. more1~u.-J>~al defini·tions· 

_ o'f d~'lism, ~se~s-•·to, ·be' :a-hsen·t in' ~~P~.· .>rp,n. t~~--.C7~Ptrary, s~!ess has b~~~, 
dli:-ki.~c. ·'la'ili!-\ip.oo"I.~.' i~~efaH~,iq,q.~Y~~t~eeq.,_the,·tw~ ·s·ec'tbrst'in-"su'Ch :£-~las as co~peti
. f.cfr . :,_.tiOJ;l;. ~n1,:s~,q:-;__coritra_c_~ing, absor~~-i.ott· an~ t'¥an·s~~p-!;l-cn, ,:9'Jc,<;Y£~:~c•;·fJt.!-~tuati"ons 

t. :' ?r b~havio~i' of cap-'i:t-al EU~d labour;,<tnark~;~,~ ••• ,.-, l!: _ca~ -~~ seen· that the 
·• · ·-size distribution of Japanese manufacturing estabtisbmetit:s d'ses not differ 

'[. . very markedly from that of some of the major European economi es11
• What 

iS ·strikingly different is the wage differential by the size qf_Ji_-gll.l:!.• . 
"A comparison made for the mid-1950s spowed that -!apanese wage differe~tials. 

"' .. '?:.. l;>y s-i~ecwer~ t~C?~.tas large as, or ~ven(!Larger·-'~llan~ these-...r..e:co~f;l~4_.j.n : 
· ;::, (?ev~al .. ::..Und'erd,_ev.e-~_gped c;9~tries" -~r'Bol:tho;;•"'l97S; ·pp. 2-Y-28). ~h~,.rela~j.vely 

lower wages in the small-scale indti~tries' .wer·e· 'pO"s:si'bleJ becaus.e .until recently, 
in Japan trade urd.ons were·· limi ted.:~~to each individUal· larg:e company and were 

·not nation-wide organizations, and ·a minimum wage law has not been enacted. 
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-. 
1-V. . TEE CASE OF THE REPUBLIC 'OF KOREA -

. . j 1 .. ~ . . -:: . . ~. J •. I } .. :~-- .... ·/~I ' ' 
'{ ... :· 

. :.:· 1. The pat.tern _of. _?.evelopmedt . .. . ' ~ . . 

'Phe. Republic of. Korea )';fith a population ·of 37.. r;nil.lion' (1978) .is 

a muc-h 's~ll~r.. cou.9-_try :< 9_8; 80~ ,kn}>~) ,~ --~-~·~r:.~-~!?$ess~,~ ~ pu~l?~r': of.- ~imi.lqr .. 

. _c-h:arac~ed~~i;cs ,to J~_pa~. The ·t~l:';f~:~.ory ,,i.~tJ?f::~E}~;al}y, mo~I?-taino~s•~"-.?;~orl;y 
··endowed. a~d · h~gh~y dens~ly Bopulate<l: ,,CJ~?.~.:.:.V:r~.s;<?~s ~~er km2)~,.:Q_qJ ,-t~~: ·l!ol'u}-a- · 

-_ti~~ .is, higl).ly. l~ter~te and ~ndu.s~ri_Qf.!S-: '-:r·--~ · . .,. · · _, ·~ :-... , .L , ... ; . "· · , 
~ .• ,. , 'J!~,I ·. t{,:' ~ .. ,, ",.;_,,,~, , . ~ 

Although started much later, .. :the --RepubHc· of Korea :"-pur·suei;t.~-.d~velop-

ment ·path which· ·-was 'l~d by· industrial,;;;urban· developmeii~·-·much·li~,,~_he :.Japanese~ 

Froin.l9:62-·fo 1976, GNP and exports·--grew-·at ~the average ·annual ~a~te·,j6·f._t:l0.2 

' ·pe·r cent ··~nd 29. 7 .. ~-r·-'cent·, ·re'spe'c'tive~y •. - ·Ft·om l955' .. t6rl97s;- the I>~fppor·tiori 
} ·.'".'of city popu~'at'i-on. grew --f~om- 24G S•'·'per ~en:t -~to 48.-4 pe·r· cerit:. 191 As';~s well 

. ' . 
docUniente·Ci·; 'the patter~· 6£ develJQ'prnent.~ch.as- ~bee·n t)rp_i:cally ind'ustr-iakexports 

' .. ,. :.led (Fet ·'arid• RSn'is, ""1975) a~d' agricultural-rural -~developme'nt- came' ·gnly-~after 
the de-iJ-elbpment ;had weh' tak~n<'off and cofte "closer to maturitY:·_: JA~-~~ough 
there h;:1ve be·en s'erious efforts1.' on the part of the Government, -the· 1P.rban

~ral balance has been attained mainly as a consequence of industry-based 

econo~ic development through the trickling down process. The pattern of 

development is very much like that of Japan but at a faster rate perhaps 

due '·t.Q: her late start. 

With independence in 1945, the import-substitution phase of industrial 

development was begun and it is considered to have been co~I>lete~ by~l~~3-

1957-.(FeL anc;l_ R~mis, 1.97!5, p.: -33), ~allowed b_y t;l)e expot;t-sub~titution phase. 

This~ latter..:; phase ~oritiibut;ed .subf?tcintially to ·the ···solution· of .th~--~ut;~ploy-
~ t,ll • '• • ' ' ~I.&.\,:·· ' "C~ ,~ ._"'};',' • ~ 't'!·, 1-- .,_~!.-.. 

ment. and .u~bai1~rurar ~:mbalahc~ prqblem~o ,_ ·ij:cco;-diqg:.;to Fei and -~;:tD~S. -( 1~75, 
,o.. • I" , ' , • ' ; ' ' ; : ~ ~:0, , -: • • ·'' • • ,o,.'it; r • ' • ' ' • • • • 

0 
t 

. . p~· 33) ~: the lab~_pr-surplus du~li~tic situahion ··reached a: major· t~I:nfng- point 
• ~ • _, , .-.. , ;,..,. . : , • 't I • • • • 

1 
'.; , , -:-•-; 1 ' , • • • I • o • ' • .. • .~ :: ( ~ _, J ':•\ ', 

"•· · .. i·n~).9,.68;;_19J:<?~,:~-:-: I_nter-p'J.'OVinci{:lf ·:i,~come d~~pat:ity,. which i~ a prOXY·-~~0~;-',Urban-
- '::~--·rural i.JIIbalan~e:-_, ·--~ul~inated t'ow_ard the e~dr,o£ the--e:icpo~I-t-substitutfO:~·phase, 

!... .'' /.: ' • ' • , ; ~ • '• r .' ' •. • " ' - I!~ • t • :.t~ • ' • :·. ' f·; a: ' .' I 

· and-. since -~h~t · lum~ng- point,. i,t has nar-ro.wed ·-dOWI} -ra¢-dly as sh~l;l .. J.n· . .table 3~ 

~ j .:: . . 

.. " ·. . : 

. • I • 

-= • . : ~ . , 'n· .. 

~= ., ; · ' 19/ The· ~;ity .popule!tiort ts the st4l of 
which 'arela_rgel;',l urban. areas'o the: proport:ion 
iS estimated ~.t :;.5.~ ;p,er c~~t. (Song;··_:l977a),_~-- .. 

• \ -'J. • 

i-
j' ·~ ::: ·• '--.... -' .~ I • 

..... _, .J .. , ;,·. 

+ -~ •. ·. 
· · : ... o /Tt1ble 3. 

\~ -· ,; ., . 

popui·~fi:ons residing· E!n 'si' s 
of utban: ·-population ~n-·:1976 

~ J ··:i . ~ :. ~==1 '.(~ ~ 

r .,..~·-· .:T!"' 

., . \ . :: ."!:: 

··,. 



1961 
1962 
1~;~3 
1964' 
1965. 

1966' 
1967. 
19'68. 
1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 
1973 
19.74 
1975· ... ·: 

i 
Source: 
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Table 3. Republic of Korea: inter-provincial 
inco_me disparity 

··cR· rn· 1 

4.8 
3.1 
8~8 92 
8~6 72 
6.1 94 

12.4 110 
-7.8 127 

12·.6 107 
15_. 0_ 85 

7.9 84 

9.2 62 
7.0 65 

16.5 66 
8.6 ':57 

.j''\• 

Mer a, 1978s,' 
.. 
p. 165. 

· ID 2 

0.266 
.0.194 
o. 291 .. 
0 .. 3'37·.'. _,,, 

o.:~Vl 
o. 3'35 
0.292 
0.291 

0.224 
0.213 
0.241 
0.218 

Notes:·· ·cR: The real growth rate of GNf from ·the preceding year:.• 
ID l!, The. range .of income dispari~y' ~S,·.· defined· b}r·: the di-fference 

between the h_ig!1est and the le>West indexes ~f:· provincial 
per capita personal income when the national'average is 
set at 100. 

ID 2: The unweighted coefficient of variation of all provincial 
per· cap"ita personal incomes. 

The typical' feature of the urban-industrially-led developmenf pattern 

of the Republic of Korea can be seen in the geographic distribution of 

manufacturing employment. As seen in table 4, the manufacturing employment 

of the country increased more than fivefold during the period 1960 to 1975. 

In terms of geographic distribution of the employment, the Seoul region 

comprising the Special City ~£ Seoul and Kyonggi Province increased its 

share from 33.6·--p-er cent to 48.3 per· cent despite the· efforts of the Govern

ment to disperse employment since the second half of the 1960s, as described 

later •.. · 

/Table 4·. 
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Table 4~ Manufacturing employment by location, 
1960-1975 ' 

(1,000 persons) 

1960 1963 1969 ·-- .. _ _1975__ -

Republic of Korea 275n3 566.7 829.0 1,420.1 
( lOOo 0) ( 100. 0) ( 100. 0) ( 100. 0) 

A. Seoul 64.1 180.2 276 •. 8 433.3 
(23~3) (31.8) (33.4) (30.5) 

B. Seoul's per1pnery 28u4 51.6 89 .. 2 252.4 
(Kyonggi Do) (10,3) (9.1) ( 10. 8) (17.8) 

c. se?ul region 92~5 231.8 366.0 687.7 
(A_+ B) (33. 6) (40. 9) (44. 2) (48.3) 

Source: Mera and Song, 1978, Po 23o 
I ; 

It has to be mentioned here that the su~plus labour was quickly 

reduce·d and eliminated during the process of ecenomic development because 
,. 

the cquntry took the strategy of promoting labour-intensive ~i.ght manufactu-

ring industries such as apparel, electronics assembly, and wig manufacturing 

during the early phase of industrialization. As most ne\~ industrie~ -were 

.. _.qriente~·~to. de~an~rE!~~stic export markets, industries could be expanded 

very rap~'-dty. As a' result, the structure of employment changed substantially 
.s~_r t .. \-. 2 ·-

over the twelve-year period as shown below: 
·l 

-1963 1974 
.. ~:: . ... ·..L.: ''=' -. 

Employment ~hare of 

: Agriculture 63.1 48.2 
Manufacturing 8.0 17.4 

GNP share of 

Agriculture 40.0 22.2 
Manufacturing 

., 
"t5:·r : .- 25.-3 

Source: Mills and Song, 19!7, pp. 64-65. 

In many respects, the Republic of Korea foll~1ed, intentionally or 

unintentionally, the Japanese pattern of development (Song, 1977a). However, 

there are at least two points in which the two countries differ. One is 

the source of capital formation for industrial development. In the case 

of Japan, internal savings were the major source of investment, but in the 

/Republic 
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Republic of Korea forei'gn savings provided a substantial· ·portion of investment 

resources (16 per cent o:f.GNP at· its height) (Song, 1977a, pp. 5 and 8) due 

to its ~pecial position in: the United States· foreign and defence. policies. 

The other is the dipidity of the Republic of Korea in reaching the tu·rrting po'int' 

signifying th~'eliminatio~ ·of surplus labour and hence· convergence of wage· rates 

between sectors ·and regi~ns. c·ounting from independence, .it took slightly more 

tban 20 years·. If counted ·'from· the first rigorous economic developmen-t plan .of 

the Park Administration of 1.962 ,. it .took less than ·lP years. This point will be 

further discussed later. 

Other factors which contributed to succ~ssful development 'leading to 

an efie·ctive trickle ·ao~ 'process would include: 

IL· : . 
- h~ghly literate pop~lati~n 
- · s'cfcial stability'·based on east Asian cultural discipl-ine 
~ modern science-oriented educational system 
- extensive land reform after the vlorld War II 
- pa:pul;;ltion grawt):l rate of about 1.9 per cent per year 
- highly centralized decision-making 

continuous poli i'ical· tension v1ith the 'North leading to 
national cohesion 
mark~t-oriented economy. 

2. Specific policies for rural development 

'' ' 

In addition to the· general pattern of economic development of the 

Republic of Korea which enabled~it to achieve~a substantial reduction in urban

rurai·'·iHsparities, the Gbvernment of the Republic of Korea applied a''number' of 

specific regional policies many of which were directed to narrowing urban-rural 

disparities •. Below, some of the.significant policies are-examined closely. 
- - I I, 

The Government recogni:ted 'the problem of urban-rural dispar~.ties around-. 

1970. One. early official do·cument' 'Which explicitly advocated decentrali-zation , · 

policies, was the Natlona'i Land Development· Plan, 1972-1981; ·which was· .• madeJ ,;,,· ... 

public· in' 1971. The dec.en'tr'alization policies in the ·plan contained. two elements: 

(a) to. curb the growth of Seoul, ~usan and Taegu as they are excess~ve~y large, 

and (b)· to encourage the growth of intermediate ·regional and subregional centres. 

Policy instruments propos-ed ·for .achieving the objectives can be divided into 

two groups: control on the _grpwth of large cities and ~rorooti~n of develop~~nt 

in regional and subregional centres and rural areas. 

/Although 
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·Alt-hough the policy tools a-pplied since then include a ban on new 

industries in Seoul, the imposition of a greenbelt around Seoul to contain 

spatial -spreading and a t~~ on residents in the largest cities, the regional 

policies which would have had nationwide impact on the dis~rib~tion of pop~la

tion and economic activities are considered to be (a) the development of 

industrial e~tates, (b) the construction of interregional expressways, (c) the 

new community (Saemaul) movement, and (d) pricing policies in favour of farme~~. 

· The policy of industrial dispersion started in 1970 with the enactment 

of the Local Jndustrial Development Act. This is a significant departure from 

earlier i?dustrial promotion measures which were aimed at industrial development 

per~ and consequently led to gr.owth of the largest cities. During the same 

year, the Act for Establishment of Free Export Zones was promulgated. The Masan 

Free Trade Zone was established on the basis of this Act and had a significant 

impact on employment dispersion.' 

By 1975, 11 industrial estates had been designated as local industrial 

estates with all the incentiv~s entitled by the Act. The total ~rea provided 

by them stood at 1,007 ha and represented about 18 per cent of the total area 

available in various kinds of industrial estates. Due to the labour-intensive 

nature of the local industrial-estates, ··they provid,ed 25 per cent of total 

employment in industrial estates. Although the_per:forrnance in terms of labour 

absorption of each local industrial· estate differs in significant degrees, .it is 
' " · .. ; ( "., ' 

apparent that they contrtbuted to some degree to the disper~ion of populati9n 
1 ~ ~ 

1
' f I 

and employment. 

In addition, a clear policy decision was made to construct a series of 

coastal industrial estat~s -in the south and southeast coastal areas mainly for 

heavy industries. They must have had a sizable impact on the distribution of 

population and employment. An analysis contained in the annex is aimed at 

estimating the -impact of developing decentralized industrial estat.!=S quantitatively. 

The c'onstruction of interregional express highways started in 1969 with 

the Seoul-Inchon· Expre·ssway, and by the middle- of 1970, Seoul was connected 

with Busan, the second largest city at the other end of the country, by anothe~ 

expressway. Although 'these expressways were constructed mainly for meeting 

the expected traffic demands, newer expressways were planned with an_explicit 

purpose of having backward regions closer to more develop~d regions4 By 1975, 

/Figure 2. 
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Kwangju in the southwest region and Gangreung in the northeast region were 

connected with major cities by expressways. With these expressways, time distance 

to Seoul or Busan was reduced substantially from many parts of the country, as 

shown in figures 3 and 4~ As presented in the annex, time distance was reduced 

on the average by 15 p~r cent from 1970 to 1975 from the 170 analysis zones to 

Seoul and Busan. As figure 3 indicates, those areas far from Seoul have gained 

generally a greater percentage reduction in time distance. It is quite concei

vable that such a significant improvement in accessibility to major centres has 

helped to accelerate the development of the areas affected. 

Ano~her significant policy measure which requires specific attention is 
I 

the New Comrrlunity l'iovement or the Saemaul Movement. This movement started with· 
I 

the President's address to provincial governors and mayors in April 1970: It is 

a totally iddigenous mo~ement to bring about in rural villages a fundamental . I 
change in the expectations, motivations, in the whole tenor of life and even.in 

I 

the envirorurlent of daily existence itself, based on the philosophy of "diligence, 
I . 

self-help, and co-operation", i.e., the Saemaul spirit (Song, 1978, p. 9). The 
: 

movement emphasizes spiritual innovation and considers the Saemaul spirit as 
I 

the nation'~ most important resource for development. It is a mechanism for 

deve.lopment !that requires and also makes possible the participation of all the 

villagers and households in the process of national development (Song, 1978, p. 11). 
I 

Act4on programmes are first developed at the village level by the village 
I 

development .committee. In principle, development resources are contributed 
I 

voluntarily ~by village members and the Government resources are allocated to those 

development fefforts which are ~orthy of pu~lic assistance. During. the course 

of five yea,s, the gross investment_ made in th.e context of the Saemaul Movement 

increased flom Won 12.2 billion ($38.6 million) in 1971 to Won 295.9 billion 

in 1975. During the period, the government contribution in investment averaged 

at about 40 .'per cent of the total inputs.· 

t "Since the beginning of the Saemaul Undong in 1971, more 
than 590 million man-years of villagers' labour has been 
conrlributed to the Movement and'8 million Saemaul projects 
havcl been completed, averaging 215 projects per village. 

11 The Saemaul projects included as of the end of 1977 
the construction of 43,060 kilometres of farm roads (88 
per cent of the target), the building or widening of 42,220 
kilometres of intravillage roads (over 100 per cent of the 
target), and the construction of 63,927 .bridges of small and 

: .... 

/Figure 3. 
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medium size (83 per cent of the target)~ As a consequence 
large trucks and farm machinery can now easily reach all 
villages and farm settlements. 

"Farm villages are now linked to other villages, local 
roads, national highways, expressways and large metropolitan 
areas. Consequently, the transportation of both agricultural 
inputs and outputs has become much more efficient. Almost 
all the thatched roofing in the countryside has been removed 
and replaced by tile. Nearly all the villages have been 
modernized with piped water, electricity, and telephones. 

"Many old villages in Korea have been transformed 
through the Saemaul Undong into new villages, with better 
houses, new roads, more farm equipment, community halls and 
oany other facilities~ Some of these amenities existed 
before the Movement, but have been renewed so much that they 
surprise even old visitors. Some of these, including piped 
water, village telephones, power tillers, and community 
facilities never existed before and have been achieved 
through the Saemaul Undong.... £1any rural villages can now 
enjoy cultural facilities similar to those in urban areas, 
and agriculture in Korea, thanks to modern irrigation 
methods, no longer suffers heavily from flood and drought" 
(Song, 1978, pp. 12-13). 

Currently, the Saemaul Movement comprises six programmes listed 

below. They are listed in the order of the size of the budget in 1975: 

(a) Income augmentation programme, 
(b) Wage income programme, 
(c) Productive infrastructure development programme, 
(d) Welfare and environmental programme, 
(e) Urban Saemaul Novement programme, and 
(f) Spiritual enlightenment programme. 

The wage income programme predominated in early years, representing the income 

redistribution-oriented nature of the movement at that time. By 1975, it had 

been re-oriented toward the expansion of production. The expansion of the 

income augmentation programme represents this orientation. 

Although the Saemaul Movement includes an urban programme, it is a 

heavily rural-oriented mo~emen~. As shown ·in figure 5, per capita government 

contribution to the Saemaul Movement is noticeably greater in predominantly 

agricultural areas. However, as shown in figure 6, when per capita government 

contribution is measured against agricultural population, ~~ capita contribution 

ceases to be related to the percentage of agricultural population. Therefore, 

it can be said that the intensity of Saemaul activities among agricultural 

population is ~andomly distributed with respect to the degree of urbanization. 

/Figure 5. 
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Saemaul Undong must have had a sizable impact not only on the spiritual 

attitude of the rural population but also on the economic development of the 

rural area. This is examined in the next section. 

Although the above three policy measures should have spatially selective 

·development impact on rural development, i.e., only in those areas within or in 

the vicinity of the areas directly affected by them, there has been one important 

policy measure for raising the income level of the rural population which had an 

impact spatially not selective. This is the pricing policy in favour of farmers. 

"In the 1950s and the ea~ly 1960s, Korea received large imports of 

P.L. 480 grain from the United States. During this period the government did 
' . 

not pay much attention to agriculture. Prices paid to farmers were delibera.tely 

kept low as part of the over-all effort of maintaining general price stability. 

After the bad harvests of the late 19608, however, the government began to turn 

its attention to agriculture and to place a high priority on rural d~elopment. t 
The government reversed the policy of keeping prices paid to farmers low and raised 

I 

the prices of agricultural products in 1969" (Song, 1977a, p. 28), 

Since 1968, the terms of trade for farmers improved by 22 per
1 
cent by 

I 

1973 and the relative position of farmers' income to urban residents ~proved 

consistently as shown in table 5. These figures indicate that the 

in farmers' terms of trade contributed by about 40 per cent to the 

farmers' per worker income relative to urban workers from 1968 to 

· Table 5. Republic of Korea: farmers terms of trade 
and income level · 

im~rovement 
I 

rise of the 
I 

197~. 

I 
I 
I 

Terms of trade index 
for farmers 

Ratio of per worker income a/· 
of farmers to urban ~orkers

(percentage) 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 

94.3 
97.7 

100~0 
106.1 
113.3 
114.7 
112.0 
111.6 

Source: Mera and Song, 1978, PP• 32-33. 

27 
29 
31 
36 
37 
41 
46 

~: ~/ Because of a high'participation rate, the ratio of per capit~ 
income was consistently much higher than the figures shown above and reached 
96 per cent in 1974. Due to a larger family size, the average farm household 
income exceeded the average urban household income in 1974. 

n. 
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3. A quantitative analysis of the rural development policies 

(a) General 

The entire territory has been divided into 170 geographic zones as 

shown in figure 2 and the changes in major social in9icators from 1970 to 

1975 have been examined as related to the rural development policies concerned. * 

Due to the lack of reliable data on per capita income~ the gro'I>Tth rate of 

population is considered as the first proxy for comparing welfare levels of 

zones because differentials in the population growth rate are largely deter

mined by differentials in the rates of migration and people migrate in search 

of better opportunities: Details of the analysis are presented in the annex. 

The results of regression analysis for the growth of population from 

1970 to 1975, PPOPG2, are shown in ~able 6. A number of state variables at the 

initial year of 1970 are known to affect the future growth of population. The 

sheer size of population, TPOP70, had an apparently negative impact, while 

the share of the non-agricultural _population, PNAP10,. had a definitely positive .. 

impact. In addition, a higher human capital content had a positive impact:: 

b9th the proportion of college graduates in adult population, RATG70, and the 

Pfoportion of school enrolment in the secondary-school age population, RA~70, 

h~d a positive impact. The accessibility to Seoul or Busan, the two larges~ 
1 

cities in the country, had also a positive impact, with the accessibility to 

Busan being more influential than the other. This is evidently a reflection . . . 
of the poiicy of the Government to shift industries and population to the·· · 

south. Another notable finding is the share of medical doctors in the popu

lation, DPTH70. Although the result should be inteq)reted with care, it had 
"' a definitely positive impact. 

As far as the Government's policjes are concerned, the following 

conclusions can be mad~. The Saemaul Movement as measured by per capita 

government contribution from 1973 to 1975 is significantly positively 

associated with the growth rate of population. Therefore, it could be 

interpreted that the Saemaul Hovement had a positive impact on the welfare 

level of the area in which the movement took place. If this interpretation 

is made, the results of the analysis indicate that $1 contribution ~ capita 

led to· an increase of population· from the level expected without any by 15 

p~r cent during the five-year period, through either a reduction in emigrat~on 

or an increase in immigration. Thus, it is quite plausible· that the Saemauf 

Moveme.nt had· an impact on the rural areas foi: reducing emigration or eve,n 

encouraging return migration from other areas. 

/Table 6. 



Table 6. Estimated equations for PP0l'G2 

No. CONST TPOP7_0 PNAP70 RATG70 RATM70 VTDS70 VTDB70 SEMLP2 INVTP2 DPTH70 PDOCG2 PDTDA2 R2 
: 

1. -45.81 0.7609 15.07 0.4671 
(9.44) ·(11.18) .(9.12) 

2 •· -43.06 10.27 14~81 0.4248 
(8.86) (10.17) :-(9:12) 

3-. -50.31 -1.613 ·- .. 12.31 15.31 0.4667 
(9.66.) (3.61') (10.92) (9. 72) 

4. -60.77 0.6213 0.4536 15.34 0.4838 
(7 .55) (6.88) ('!.31) (9. 98) 

5. -50.33 0.5191 ' 4.247 15.82 0.4878 
(9.91) (4.52) (2.59) (10.18) 

6. -47.15 10.06 14~91 12.52 0:4334 
(8. 92) (9.92) (9.22) (1.58) 

7. -51.57 -0.9434 ·o.4142 6.657 15 .'90 0.4995 
(10.16) (l. 97) (3.29) (3.27) (10.32) 

8. -50.25 -1.550 12.07 15.34 9.55 . 0.4716 w 
00 

(9.66) (3 .45) (10.56) (9. 77) (1.24) 
9. -47.60 -2.276 6.217 -· 14.29 104.0 0.4980 

(8.50) (4.50) (2. 62) (8.58). (3.04) 
10. -44.65 -1.074 9.610 12.85 0. 2089 0.5554 

I 

(8.44) (2.41) (7 .80) (8. 04) (5 .44) / 1 

11. -18.61: -1.671 4.836 3.15 '102.2 0.2087 0.4328 
(3 .11) (3.47) "(1.51) (1.51) (5. 63) (6.19) 

12. -so. 11 0.5146 2.888 15.86 12.12 20.01 0.4980 
(8.85) (4.16) (1.11) -(9.31) (1.54) (0.63) 

13. -45.60 0.3879 3.732 13.52 9.474 0.1975 0.5-757 
(8. 82) (3.36) (2. 35) (8 .51) (1.31) (5. 23) 

·.: 

14. -41.77 0.3322 12.37 9. 773 .61.14 0.2174 0.5881 
(8 .82) (3·.01) (8. 00) (1.37) (3 .18) (5 .80) 

15. -23.59 0.4558 . 5.3:54 9.563 5.01 11.86 .0. 3309 
(3.48) (5.76) (1. 92) (2. 91) (2.12). (1. 73) 

16. -14.96 -0.7292 0.3561 3. 755 5. 95 -0.02224 0.3377 
' (1. 92) (1.64) (2.76) (1.87) (2 .50) (2 .81) 

/The 
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The private investment in an industrial estate had a positive impact. 

Although t-value is not large (but significant at about 10 per cent level), 

the estimated c"{:;efficient consistently, .. indicates that $1 investment per capita 

increases population growth by 10 per cent for a five-year period. 

As to ~ccessibility to Seoul or Pusan, it is known from equations 11 

and 15 that better accessibility is associated with a higher growth rate of 

population. Tnese equations imply that thqse zones closer to either of the 

cities grew at a greater rate. However, equation 16 indicates that a greater 

rate of r~duction in the average time-distance to these two cities, PDTDA2, 

leads to a greater rate of population growth. Therefore, an improvement in 

accessibility to either or both of these cities would help to increase popu

lation of the area. This is again to be interpreted as it would reduce out

ndgration or would increase inmigration due to welfare ~mprovement. 

A comparison of equation 16 with equations 11 and 15 indicates, however, 

that a recent reduction in time distance by the introduction of expressways 

di~ not attain the level of influence on population growth which an equal 

level of accessibility already existing in 1970 did. Let us take a typ_ical 

zone which was 4 hours away from Seoul in 1970 and by 1975 became closer to 

Seoul and Busan on the average by 15 per cent, s~y, 3.4 hours away from Seoul. 

Due to the reduction in the average time distance, this zone would gain in 
• I '.~ ' 

population growth by 0.003 per cent (0.02224 x 0.15) according to eq~tion 16. 

On the other hand, if the zone ~ms located 3.4 hours aNay from Seoul in 1970 

instead of 4 hours, the population growth rate would have been greater by 

0.213 per cent, according to equation 11. A part of this discrepancy may be 

intrinsic in the sense that development potentially is determined by the 

relative position of the zone rather than its absolute position, but another 

part of it must be due to the fact that those expressways were introduced 
'*1 

only toward the end of the five-year period and their full potent'ial had not 

been fully realized by 1975. Nonetheless, by comparing the effect of the 

accessibility i~rovement with those of the Saernaul Movement and industrial . ,' 
estates develop~ent, it can be said that the effect of the ·first was substan

t-ially smallerr···than the last two factors. 

To summarize the results contained in table 3, it can be s~id that 

during the period of 1970 to 1975, the population growth-rate was generally 

higher in areas which were highly urbanized, close to Seoul or Busan, having 

/relatively 
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relatively ri~h human. capital and having favourable amenity indicators such 
,. ~ ' 

as a high. proportion of medical· doctors in population. Nevertheless, the 

effects of the. rural development policies were unambiguously identifiable. 

Although the effect of accessibility improvement was not substantial, those 

of the· Saemaul Movement and industrial 'est~tes development were· roughly: 

comparable and significant. In the case of the Saemaul Movement, $1 contri

bution from the Gov~rnment per capita which roughly corresponded to $2.50 in 

total Saemaul expenditure per capita led to 15 per cent increase in population 

over the· five--year period. In the ·case of ·industrial estates developmen-t, $1 

private investment, which corresponded to ~bout $1.10 in total investment, 20 / . 
led to-10 per cent ipcrease in popu'lation. From these; it can be said that 

$1 investment pe~ ·capita l~d_to 6 per cent increase in population &rowth in 

the case of 'saemaul and 9 per cent in the case of industrial estates 

development • ... 
The growth rate of population has been used as a proxy: for' welfare 

of the area because people tend to move from a place of low welfar.e .to one 

of high welfareo However, it alone would not indicate the relative level 

of welfareG Another important indicator would be the degree of industriali

:~:ation~ Th:ts is particularly important in this country as it is a country 

the development 'of which has been led by' the industrial sector rather than 

the agricultural sec'tor. 

Tabl~.7 shows the results of regression ana~ysis for the difference 

in the percentage of non-agricultural population from 1970 to 1975'. · The 

share of non-agricultural population is here taken as a proxy for ind~stria

lization. A large constant tet~ es~imated for all equations implies that 
' \ ' -

industrialba.tion went on nationwide~ However, already highly industri;'alized 

zones ha~ difficulty in increasing the share of non-agricultural population 

(a co~sistently highly significant negative coeff~cient, for PNAPiO)~ It is 

seen fro~·the coefficient for PDOCG2 that industr~alization went on in 

parallel with the growth of the number of medical doctors. 

As. to policy variables, we observ.e_ the following_ results~ First, 

Saemaul. expendj.ture had a defiJ}itely negative impact on the increase in the 

share of non-agricultural po~ulation. Secondly, the investment in industrial 

estates did not have much ~mpact' on industrialization. HOwever, the accessi

bility to Seoul or Busan had an expected impact. Although the iink is less 

clear in the -case of Busan, better accessibility to one of them had a 

/Table ·7. 

20/ This proposition is derived from Mera and Song (1978)~. 
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Table 7. Estima.ted equations for Dl'NAP2 

-' 

~ ·PDOCG2 
'. I . 

R2 No. co:~ST TPOP70 .PNAP70 RATG7Q.· RATM70 -:-; S~LP~ INVTP2 DPTH70 V'IDS70 .- VTDB70 PDTDA2 
' 
.· ... , ' - -· -·· .. 

1. 14.678 -0.1094 ·. : -t.213 0.1800 
(11.39) (6.05) 

~ 

(2.94) '· .,. 

-1:166 
,_ .·, 

2. 11.967 -0.1347 0.08219 
..._, ., 0.1919 .. 

(5 .55) (5 .57) (1.56) <2..8.3) .. 

3. 14.752 0.1666 ~1. 78:04·-. 0.03458 .. 
0.1707 .; 

(9.86) (1.33) (5 .11·) (3.19) 
' 

4. 15.589 -0.1360 -0.08068 0.04164 -L-699 -0.1735 0.2547 
(10.99) (4. 30) (0.18-} .. (4.02) q. giJ> ,~(0~09) 

0.03-943 -1:555, 
,; 

5. 16.357 -0.1377 -0.5211 -0 • .00279 0.2510 
(7 .45) (5. 60) ' (3.7'1) (2.19) (0.26) (1.20) .. 

6. 15.496 -0.1407 ·o.o414~ -1.681 0.2545 
. (11.67) (7.03) (4.05) (3. 96) 

~ 

7. 10.288 -0 .. 1175 0.04033 
1-' 

2.034 : 0 .. 8547 0.2500 
(13.21) (6.57) (3.86) - (2 S1)' (0.89) 

8. 16.290 -0.1382 0.03934 -1.545 -0.0002679.0.2506 
(7 .50) (5. 66) (3. 71) - (2.19) (1 •. 1'8) 

9. 13.9277 -0.1258 -1.257 1.709 1 .. 15677 0 .. 1877 
(Q.52) (5 .84) I (1..7~) (2.03)' (1-..16) . 

10. 16.2389 -0.1099 -1.227· .:.o.o04o76 . 0.1774 
(7.16)' (4.54) .- (1.68) (1.,74) 

·~". -

/.fav9urab le 
... 

- l:l 
~ 

·X 
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favourable impact on increasing the share of non-agricultural population. 

In addition, as seen from equ~tions 6 c.::td 10, a ·reduction·:in its. accessibi~ity 

had a favourable effect for increasi~g th~ shar~ of non-agricu~tur~l dqpulation 

(signific~nt at 10 per cent level). 

Tq:.summariz~, urbanizat~~:m or industr.i~lization proceeded nationwide 
,··, 

mainly due to general. development of the national economy. In particular,! 

less urbanized areas had a big lift toward urbanization. In this context,· 
ti. 

the Saemayt.. Movement had ari. effect .of preserving agricultural characteristics 
. . 

of the area rather than of-transforming the area into an urbanized econo~. 

Another welfare indicator examined was the increase in the school ' 

enrolment ratio of the secondary school-age population from 1970 to 1~75~ : 

DRATM2. The results of regression analysis are contained in table 8. As . 
expected, there was an over-all increase in all parts of the. country (the 

intercept being about 24 percentage points).. The zones having a greatet:;' 

·population had de,finitely a gre~ter incremento But, those with a high 

proportion of non-agricultural-population had difficulty in increasing it. 

This is probably because those areas already ha.d a high rate of school 

enrolment beyond which it was difficult to increase •. 

Neither Saemaul expenditure nor· investment in an industrial estate 

turned out to be significa~t ... : ; The acces·sibility to Seoul, but' n6t· to Busan, 

turned out to have a definitely negative impacto This would be a reflection 

of the fact that those zones c·lose ... to Seoul had already a high rate of 

enrolment in 1970. What we see from these results is a general spread of 

secondary education to hitherto less ·.developed. areas and' no specific policy 

among those examined here had any tangible impact on it. 
'. 

(b) The analysis bf industrial estates 

The results of regression analysis for those variables representing 

the development ~f industrial· estates are contained. in table 9.. ,_:, . · 
+ ''•'\ • t. 
..... ~ ;· . ~ ~·~ 

( 
'J 

I 

I 
.I 
I 

. I 

As far as the perfo~nce of industrial estate development is·measured 

either by its value of eXp~rt or the si~e pf .employment, the accessibility to~ 
I • - '1 ~ 

Seoul or Busan i~ knoWn to. be··a deci&:ive factor. I{ it is measured by th~ . •'. 

accessibility to Seoul or ·Busan:i whi~bever is better, TD75 or :VTD75, 'or b~ 
,the accessibility to each qf them, VTDS75 and VTDB75, the accessibility 

variable turned put to be quite significant. The other factors which ba~ 

significant effect were the availability of telephones, TPTH75, in the case 

of· ~xports, and the· ~iz~ of p~pulat·ion, . TPOP75, {n_ the· ·case,~of· etitployment·. 
. . ' ' . ' 

The coastal location, Dl~r, is known to have- ~orOO--<advantage 10 
- '# ' • 

/Table· 8. 



Table 8. 'Estimated equations for DRATM2 

No. CONST TPOP70 PNAP70 RATG70 RATM70 TPTH70 VTDS70 VTDB70 SEMLP2 INVTP2 PTELG2 PDOCG2 R2 

1. 24.63 -0.1424 -0.03504 -0.005642 0.5631 

(16.54) (7. 64) (0.00) (0. 75) 

. ' 
2. -~3. 95 -0.1812 o. 08767· -0.1870 0.5629 

(2_~.59) (6.76) (0-.86) (0.58) 

3. 24.02 0.46.03 -2.147 -2.301 
-4 0.5246 0.6216x10 

(35.67). (4.50) (9. 91) (3.19) (0.28) 

4. ~.4.57 -0.1423 ···0.03309 -0.5304 -0.005545 0.5635 

(16.32) (7.61) (0.75) (0.36) (0.74) 

·s. 23.95 -0.1832 0.1019 -().1927 -1.0651 0.5647 

(21.55) (6.79) (0.90) (0.5.9) (0.71). .;:-
(~) 

6·. 24.01 0.4567 -2.121 -2.421 . -0.8065 
-4 0.5257 0.6220x10 

(35 .• 53) (4 .45) (9.51) .(3. 22) (0.52) (0.28) 
' 

... . . 
- ~ ~ .. 
:' .. 

F . ' /Table 9. 
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Table 9. Estimated equations for-industrial estates indicators 

Dep. No. CONST. TD75 PPOPG2 DUMMY DPTH75 VTD75 TPTH75 VTDS75 VTDB75 TPOP75 R2 
Var. 

EXPORT 1. 146997. -48456.2 0.3237 
(3 .87) (2.59) 

2. 90465.9 -46778.2 114519. 0.4131 
(1.66) (2. 58) (1.41) 

3. 44189.5 -49468.7 2820.32 0.4690 
(0. 68) (2.87) (1.89) 

4. -65401.7 69292.8 178057. 0.8173 
(2.56) (7.61) (3. 39) 

' 5. 56101.7 47010.1 159042. -49126.3 0.4655 
(0.90) (1.09) (1. 75) (2. 71) 

EMPLOY 1. -8.04381 10.7762 43.6406 0.5683 
(3.21) (1.84) (5 .07) 

2. 3.36 5o23426 0.557931 0.8661 
(1. 04) (2.00) (2 .57) 

3. -11.829S. 13.0174 28.949 0.8676 
i: (-3.00) (9.23) (3. 56) 

4. -8.53604 8.62188 23.4777 0.454982 0.8975 
(-2.12) (3 .• 22) (2. 94) . (1.87) 

IEINVT 1.- 65104.1 -23731.1 101458. 0.4499 
(2.01) (1.53) (3.06) 

2. 123463. --22801.8 95667.9 -1559.12 0.5060 
(2. 08) (1.48) (2.89) (1.17) 

3. 82796.1 -21618.6 -486.6 77607.1 0.3887 
(1.80) (1. 21) (1.17) (2. 20) 

4. 147654. -25090.8 -610.9 69056.4 -108178. 0.4847 
(2.33) (1.45) (1.49) (2.01) (1.43) 

/As 
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As regards the amount of private investment in industrial estates, 

the coastal location made a si'gnific.ant difference. The accessibility to 

Seoul or Busan had sOme effect' but· to a lesser degree ··than in the case of 

exports or employment. 

On the whol~, the equations for IEINVT indicate the nature.of indus

trial investment. For heavy industrial investment, coastal location is 

import~nt, but accessibility to a large city, the presence of medical ·doctors 

or p~pular use of the telephone is not important. It can be operated in an 

enclave. On ~the other hand, employment-oriented industrial estates need to 

be loc~ted in the vicinity of population agglomerations. Accessibility is 

a decisive factor for its success. 

(c) Conclusion from the analysis 

Although the pre~ent analysis is restricted to an examination of 

changes from 1970 to 1975, the analysis of this most recent five-year 
-, .. 

period has revealed the following. 

The entire t~rritory of the Republic of Korea is undergoing a rapid 
• r ~")') •; '' ' 

rate of. development'. ''.this· general force of development is predominant 

probab'i:y in all aspects 6_£ .. , development. ·As far as· the development is 

seen from secondary school enrolment, it is spreading from already developed 
I 

Seoul and Busan areas to farther and less developed areas. For this general 

development, the Saemaul MOvement or the i~dustrial estate development did 

not have any tangible impacta 

Industrial or, to be more accurate, the share of non-agricultGr&L 

population is also increasing across the board. Within this context, the 

Saemaul ~emertt had an effect of promoting agricultural development, thereby 

retarding the rate of increase in the snare of non-a'gricultural population. 
- ' .... .- .. 1 ' . 

However, industrialization is proceeding ·from areas closer to Seoul· .. ln 

particular or Busan to areas farther out. ·For this process of s~readirrg 

out, 'improvement _in accessibility to either city ~as an accelerating eff.ect. 

Population growth is affected by a number of policy variables 
• ' 1 ~ 

including the Saemaul Movement, industrial estates development and accessibi-

lity improvement. As this indicator is considered to'be the most general 

indicator of relative level of welfare, except perhaps income levels for 

which data is not available for this level of disaggregated areas, it can 

be said that all of the above three policy measures had an effect which had 

been aimed ato Particularly, either of the Saemaul MOvement and·industrial 

estates development proved to have a substantial effect on reducing 

/outmigration 
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outmigrat-ion or increasing inmigration. Their effects per unit of investment 

are compara·bte. Accessibility improveme~t had an imi>act of spreading. the 
•• 't •,· •• 

wave of po-pulation growth from the·· t~1o largest metropolitan areas; but thei,r. 

effect was substantially·s~ller. 

Thes~----~pa'tially selective policy measures certainly helped to reduce ... 
outmigration from rural' areas, but many welfare indicators went up throughout 

the country due mainly to spatially non-selective policy measures as well as 
' ~ .. ,"') 

general development of the country. This conclusion implies :fluidity of 
' .. , 

population and activities over space and suggests certain limitations to 

spatially selective measures. However, it a~so implies that an appr~priate 

combination of spatially selective and non-selective measures should be 

devised so that a multitude of national development objectives may best be 

achieved. 

· V. AN OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS 

lo Lessons from the Chinese-experience 

In this corttext, the experience of China may have to be referred 
.. 

tq as it is often thought to be a spectacular success. stpryin comqinir113 

equality· and growth from a lov7 level. In· a ~ense, it. has _been ·indeed a 

great su-ccess~ • ~ ' 1 I •: 

Such conditions have been transformed into very different· ones 

within a quarter of a century through an average annual economic ~owth rate . : ) .. . ' . . 

of 6~2 per cent artd a ccinsiotently increasing gross investment recently 
''1· .. '-

excee_di_ng, ~:5 per cent of GDP. Major·policie~ applied were "accel!':rating 

the rate of' industrial growth, transferr-ing the urbanites· to. rural units, 
;-· :.·· .. 

and strictly limiti~g peasant migration to the· cities"- as well as._ "coll~cti-

viza tion and ·technical devefopmen t of agriculture" for enlarging ... rural · 

employment 'opportunities ('Rawski; 1978; p. 3) ., Although the hast:lY appli-

cation of these policies dur.ing·-·the perioc of the- Great ~p Forwar(\ 

/Table 10. 
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' ; ''t \, 1·- Table .10. Selected indicators of Chinese 
economic development, 1952-1974 . '{' ' . '.~ 

·, ... 

. :.·,· 

GDP (billion 1957 yuan) 

Share in ,GDP :·(percentage). 
··.·· . Agriculture 

.. - •• ,"i 

Industry and transport 

Populatioq.at July 1 
(milliorS -. · '· ..... 

GDP per capita (yuan) 
.. 1- ·:-. 

Gross fixed capital 
formation as percentage 
of GDP 

Urban .retail price index . . ~ . 

1952 

70.41 

45.1. 

27.4 

. 571 

130.15 

10.9 

100.0 

Source: Rawski; 1978, p. 2 .• 

I._,'' 

• ~ J 
.\ ~' ...... 

;1957 1962 1965 

104.68 108.29 150 •. 6.4 

4~.} 32~6 32.6 

32_~6 42.2 42~9 

641 704 746 

163.30 153.82 201.93 

18.6 19.3- 23.5 

109.1 118.4 n.a. 

1974 

226.24 

25l2 

52.1 

916 . 

290_.66 

25.5 

115.6 

AV;er,age 
annual 
growth 
.rate 

1952-1974 
(percentage) 

6.2 

·- . 
'2.2 

3.7 

0.8 

• •• 1 -, 

I (1958-1960) 

I:;'.. 

·' ... 
.. ". - ~ .· 

.·· .. 

. ~ . ·:; . 
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(1958-'1060) turned out premature, these policies started to materialize. 

"Beginning in the la.te 1960s and continuing into· the 1970s=> we find consider

able evidence of high employment levels and sharply reduced involuntary 

idleness in both urban and rural areas fRawski, 1978, Pc 4). 

Not only did China sharply reduce unemployment, it also succeeded 

in reducing inequality in income distribution. It is reported that.the 

degree of income inequality in Chi~a is remarkably low in comparison to 

its own past and to contemporary developing countries in Asia. As to the 

rural sector of China it is estimated that 10in the period before the 

Revolution the bottom 20 per cent of t"he rural Chinese population received 
I • 

between 5 and 6 per cent of income while the top· zn per cent received close 

to 45 per cent, 11 but now, .nconsider-ing only distributed collective income 

and income from private plots the share of the bottom quin_tile is prob~bly 

no less than 10 per cent while that of the top quintile is about 36.3 per .. . ~ .. . 

cent" (Khan, 1977, p. 274). Even the present degree of inequality_ may be .. . . . 
considered excessive for some, but is certainly better than most Asian 

developing countries. 

Although rr.a::1y observe1:"s may !.oolc into the adoption of labour-intensive .. ' . .. . 

industrial development in ail parts of the country as a key factor for 

bringing about this succe~s story, the truth appears to lie elsewhere. 

Although the continuous, rapid expa:nsion of industry ·at the rate of around 

10 per cent for ~early thre.e decade:~ has been the major contributor to 

China's economic growth, employment c·reation in industry has not been 
·-· --- - ... ·-~ .. ---·-·.-.~. 

substantiaL "New industrial employment acco~nts for only 12-17 per cent 

of incremental employment •co<> using a narrow or broad definition of industry" 

while "industry's share in incremental product ••• amounts to approximately 

59 per cent for 1957-197lu (Rawski, 1978, Po 21). For some conscious 

reasons including the need to supply most of its own intermediate and-

capital goods domestically and, perhaps, for administrative and historical 

reasons,· "large p"!ants in ~hina today typically display a degree of capital 

intensity which does not reflect aggregate factor proportions; a considerable, 

and indeed growing degree of mechanization; and high and labour productivity 

(Rawski, 1978, pp. 31-33). Indeed, there are small~scale industries spread 

throughout the country, but "despite the expansion of rural industry, large

scale industry has retained its position as the leading force in Chinese 

industrial expansion," and· "direct employment impact of collective and small

scale industry is extremely small 11 ar.>ounting at most 1~ million full-time 

workers (Rawski, 1978, pp. 38-42). The role of small-scale manufacturing 

/in 
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in rural areas ~~houid. be' looked at, instead, in· reb.tion with its complemen-

tary relationship with agricultural development, as explained below. 

It was the agricultural sector that abo~rbed ·a bulk of surplus labour 

in the country.. It is estimated that "China's' agricul.tural ec'onomy has 

succeeded in absorhin~ an estimated total of 78.8 million workers; an . 
increase of 30-34 per.ce~t o~er the 1957 agricultural labour force of 

231.-5 t:o 260.·3 million ••• while simultaneously raising the average aumber 

of days worked considerable above the levels achieved p_rior to 1960 (Rawski, 

1978, p. 91). The factors v7hich contributed to the expansion 'df'l{abour 

demand in agriculture were (a) the compination of. growing rnariagertal 

experie~c~ and sound.economic policy at all levels of government and (b) 
", I . , 

·the pr~sence of rapidly increasing and,· by the 1970s, large suppH~s of 

industrial inputs including •power, machinery, building materials.; .steel, 

petroleum products and ·chemical fertilizer (Rawski, 1978, p. 57). In terms 

-;,£' the USe of. ;fertilizers, China came intO a claSS With SOme of -the. WOt'ld 1 
S 

t.' I 

highest users of fertilizers including Japan and in terms of mechaniz'ation 

of farming, Chinese farmers by the mid-1970s became equippep wi~h mechanical 

the level avaiUible to Japanese. far-mers in 1QS5 or 
. . 

pow~r rbughly equivalent to 
• 
later" (Rawski, 1978, p. S9)'. Indeed, mechanization of agricultu.r,e /'has 

proved .to be complementary rather than competitive with ·agri.cultur.al lah,o~r" 
. . 

(Rawski~ 1 ens; .p. 66) o ·:· In this context, 11rural industry can provide the., , .. · 
~ 

tools and construction wateria~s neered.for water control and land development 

projects, which in turn stimulate. ·local demand for pumps,., fe;r~ilizer~ 

thresh~rs,. elec:tricity and other in4ustrial goods". 
.,•j . ,•. 

To sullli'I1Brize, · "'during the past two decades, colle.ctivization. and 
',-- _. . .. 

industrialization have' modified· the framework O'f China '·.s ru.ral e-c,onomy. i~,· 
'. "' ' ·· .. · t. . . . . . . 
directions which have permitted· rural labour· as well. as land· to. be utUi2;~c 

·.,, .. ~r ... . . . 
with increasing intensity. Intensification of cropping~ :prS;c_tic~s -and of the· 

cr~ppi~g cycle~ in~reasing adoption· of labour-using p~ant. and an,.imal produ~~s 
:- ' .• ,, ' l . . 

and massive farmland construction campaigns h~ve·'contributerl to -agricultur~l 
.. 'I ::: t • '., ' • • • I tv -

deve~opment by simultaneously raising ·output and absorbing ntral la~.our •. 
!~ .·~ . 

!., !' It is to be O:ot~d that China apparently took a dud s:trategy; the · 

devel.q-pment qf:capital-intensive industry·o~ one hand .~nd·on the other the . . . . . 

intensificati~~ ··and modernization of agriculture. For eliminating· unemploy-

ment and ~nderemployment, the latter cont~{buted signifi~antly,' while the· 

fornler~~~tributed' m~i~iy to expand the stze of the economy. 
'. 

· ·· /ImJ,ressive 

·~· 
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Impressive·· as it is, this experi-ence of China was possible under 

the f~llowing conditions: l. 

,.,.. ideologically mo,tivated fltrong political leadership, 

-. ~early unlimited power of the. Government, 

-consensus-on national goals and pr\orities, 
. I 

large country in terms of land areas, resources, and 
population reaching nearly 1 billion persons. 

·) 

It should be mentioned that replication.of'the Chinese experience elsewhere 

may not succeed if any of the above and other conditions is not met. 

2" An overview 
r_- .... 

Balance or equality betvreen urban. and rural .areas should be considered 

as only one of the desired goals. Interpersonal equality, nationa-l aggregate 

growtht ·as well as equality between urban and rural SPeas should a-ll be taken 

in.to ~ccotint simultaneously. For example,. it :i.s possible .. to have equality 

between ufbdn and rural areas, but also to have at the same time large inter-
. . . 
p'er~'onal inequaHty, and/or to have low 'levels of socio-economic development, 

., both in urban and rural areas. Furthermore, inequality between urban ahd 

rural areas.should be con~idered in a_ dynamic sense since the disparity can 
' 

:change 'rapidly over time. ·Therefore the guidelines proposed .. for nar:rowing 

urba~..:rural inequalities should not be considered in -isolation and ip..,a 

s;tatic "'ay, but in light of other goals and in· a dynamic se.nse • . , ,- . :•,· 

It,tteraction between .the goals, such as between the ,.,.goals of '~-dational 

aggregate economic developmen-t and of rural and .uroan equalfty, and· 1the path 

of dispa!itY between urban and rural areas over Ume will b~ differeh"it 

according· t6~ · am~ng others, ·the state of socio-economic development of the 
I 

country, and· its resource base·. For example, a country like Japan since the 

Second Wor'td War :.. with a ·:highly educated labour force, sqp.histicated levels 

of know-how, potitical stability and consensus on development goals and 

etrat.egie~, high levels of s'avings: and investment, preventiot,t of imported 

consumption goods, etc. ··could bring about in one or two decades, national 

aggregate economic gr~1th and high levels of development, as ~11 .as inter

regional) ~nterpersonal and intersectoral equality. The same approach of 

emphasizing industrial-urban development may not YielC'. similar results in . '. . 

such a shor.t time in those ~eveloping countries with low levels of· literacy 

··and know-how, .p_olitical instability, and shortase of investment resources. 

Thete cannot be a universal stra,tegy for aU developing .coup.tries. 

·;For ··example, strategies to be proposed for countries like Malaysia and 

Haiti will not be the same: 
/"In 
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rural industrialization, and ~1hile helping to achieve intensification in 

agriculture, by·, atnb~g other factors, ·compulsory mobqiz~tion of its skilled 

personnel. Are the Governments of the developing countries abie to carry 
. . . ···. :~· '.. . . '. . .. 

out such mobilization of human resources without jeopardizing o~~er important 

development .o~Jectives? Or ·l;lre the ... skilled, educated people of· -~he·· developing 
- ... ,, 

countries willi-q..g to ·o~ffer their ·services voluntariiy for the benefit of 

their less~advantaged countrymen? Or are the Governments of·~eveloping · 

countries able_to ~fford .to pay high wages and lure their skilled personnel 

to ru-~al underdeveloped areas, in the midst of their scarce Hnaricial 
. . I . 

resour~es.? 

,_. 

1'; . 

"Aroong "the causes of poverty, I am sure, the material factors 
are ent;ire~y sec·ondary - such things as a lack of natural 

. wealth, or lack of capital,, or an insufficiency of ·infra-
. structure •. The.primary causes of extreme poverty are 

immaterial, they lie in certain defic.iencies in education, 
organization,. and discipline. Development does not s~art 
with 'goo.ds; it starts with people and thei,r education' · 
organization, and discipline. Without the.se three, ~11 
resouic£es remain latent, untapped, potential. There. are 

--·prosperous societies with but the scantiest. basis of natu'r-al 
~~1 th, and ~1e have had plenty of opportunity to observe the 
pf'imacy of the invisible factors after the. war_. Every coun-
··try, __ nc;> -matter how devastated~ which had a high leyel o.f education, 
organ.izatio-q., .and discipline, ·produced an "economic miraele. 
In fact; these were miracles only for people l-7hose a_ttention is 
·focused· on the tip of the icebergo - The tip had been smashed ·to 
pieces," but the base, which. is education, organization, and_ : 
discipline, was st-ill ther~, Y·.~-·, ,_ Ec_6~omic develoJ?ment is , _ 
something much wider and deeper 'than_'~:cCinomics'~:. le't -al..-c;?ne. _, __ 
ecbnometrics. Its roots lie outside the economic sphere,·-
in education, organization, discipline, and beyond that, in 
political independence and nati6nal consciousness of se·lf-. _. 
reliance ••••. Money alone does not do the trick. The· 
quantitative aspect is quite .secondary to the qualitative. 
aspect" (Schumacher, 1913, ppo 168, 204, 196). · · 

In fact,. develop~nt may requlre, above all~ as Schh~~her'- (1973~ 
pp~ 192-1Q3) claims, a psychological ertvironment characterized by political 

stsbillty, consettsus and social cohesion. Unfortunately; many of the 
C· 

developing countries are burdened with political instability,· and lack of·· 
" . . - . ~' ' . 

corisen-sus - where political stability is -:par.Ucul~~ly impo~tant· for the 

process of development because by definition it i~ a ~ong-~~rm, ·consisten-t 

process-.. 

the case in point is the ex-Perience of the Republic: o_f Korea in 

rural development~ As has been analysed before~ the potential developme-nt 

resources_existing in rural areas have been effectively mobili;ted through 

co-Qperative ~£forts of the village populations and their leaders. The 

/Government 
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"Iri short, Malaysia is already at the stage where even basic 
needs can best be met by continued sttuttural change• 
modernization, and industrialization, with a major effort of 
redistribution, rather than by concentrating on raising the 
productivity of a small minority who are really poor ••• 
(On the other hand, in Haiti) there was, in short, virtually 
nothing to work with i-n the development of a modern industrial 
sector •. The great mass of the population were illiterate, 
undernourished, and in ill health, so that sophisticated 
services could also play only an extremely ·limited role 11 

(Higgins and Abonyi, l'l78, pp. 41·-42)o 

Likewise, since different regions in developing countries differ in 

terms of their literacy rates, skill levels; pattern of land ownership, 

productivity of agricultural land, a uniform set of alternatives should not 

be used for all regions in the same developing country.· 

Developing countries are imposed upon by various different constraints 

and limitations. These constraints and limitations are as follows. For 

example, the kina of land reform which was carried out in Japan·under the 

Occupation by the Allied Forces or. in the Republic of Korea after the 

Second World War might be politically impossible to carry out in most of the 

developing countries; or even though it can be carried out initially, due to 

centuries-old feudal relations, results of these reforms may eventually be 

reversed. Or. it might be difficult to carry out decentralized decision-
-

making wh~re there are feudal relations in the rural co~nity where peasants 

cannot express their own opinions; or it may be unacceptable to the Government 

because of the problems of ethnic separation movements. The rural population 

may be illiterate and m~y not be skilled for anything other than agriculture 

such that it may be difficult to employ them in an industrial sector. These 

constraints may ~e aggravated further if rural communities are located in 

inaccessible areas with large distances between them and each haying a 

population of several hundred people only. These different conditions in 

each country make it important that different alternative strategies should 

be considered simultaneously,, ~ral-urban outmigration, service employment 

in the tourism sector, traditional arts and crafts, etc., should all be 

given due consideration as instruments for development as well as agricultural 

improvements or agro-based industrialization. 

In developing countries careful consideration of alternative strategies 

is especially impor'tant because these countries are severely constrained by 

the scarcity of skilled huL~n resources and capital. Among them, the need 

for skilled l.'ersonnel is especially acute. China -was able to carry out 

/rural 
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Government provided proper incentives for invoking the mobilization·of 

pot;entialities. Atl the social conditions which Schumacher.thinks are 
... ' 

required for succe~sful devel9pme~t were satisfied. Although the Saemaul 

Undong has not achiev~d. industrialization of village~, it has led to 

substantial increases in farmers income· and their standards of living• 
'-...... 

-The Ghi~~~e experience alsq provides a similar le~son. Although 

diametrically d.i,fferent in ideology, the- Government was able to. mobilize· 

effe.ctively the .large st.ock of human resources for production .in agriculture 

and industry .~n the basis o.f strong p~li tical leadership and consensus on 

national .priorities. 

Another important point is the importance of other-acc6mpanyiri.g 

factors ~1hichever ... alternetive strategy is· chosen; the industrial-urban 
I 

devel9pment, or agricul t1,1ral. rural development~ _As we have seen~. in. those 

countries where rural'-urban. .. ba~ance has been larg~ly achieved (t-7hether .. it 

be industrial-urban deve~_gp_ment as t..ras the case of Japf.ln end the Republic 

of Korea, or agricultural-rural development as toms the case'. of Sri Lanka 

or dual str~~egy of industry and agricultural development as was the case 

of China), other factors are also at pi'ay: such as educ~t!on, .low p~pulation 
........ -:. 

growth, increase~ productivity in agriculture, land reform, and income 

redistribtitton p~licies~ 'VJithout some of th~se other factors, either 
. . ' . . 

alternative strategy couid not have s~c.~eeded. 

For example, without an,edu~ate;d labour force -and know-how, .the . 

high level of cevelopment of Japanese industry could .. not have tak~n place. 

Likewise, on~ of the reason.s why in S~i -La~ka emphasis on .agricult.ural-rural 

development could be maintained f~r a long period was· the predomi.nance of . 

. ~rural representation in the legislature through which tte educated rural 

populat:i;on were able to articula~e it;s needs and demand the· ful.filrnent of. 

those needs •. Education, not only formal but also informal, is iinportant for .. \ . . . . . 

bringing about an increase in production in the agricultural sector - which . . .. \ . . 
is one of the factors for increasing agricultural incomes ·and for decreasing 

rural-urban disparities. Improvemep.ts in agricultural .productivity nece.ssarily 

involve signific"ant changes .in the method of production, which can onl! be 

achieved through IDass education of farwern •. This kind of education is only 

possj.ble when there is trust between leaders and. the populace • 

.. No .. matter which alternative strategy is selected, it wHl not be 

effectiv:e if the popl,llation ~owth rate·is not reduced. For example,, in 

japan, the annUal popl,lla~ion growth rat~ is about 1 per_cent, i.e., at 

I rep 1 acemen:t · 
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replacement level. If Japan ba(1. a ;:wpulation g:rowtlr rate of 3 peT ce·nt 

instead of 1 per cent, its development strategy of industrialization may not 

have be~n successful in absor~ing the surplus rural labour force, brinsing 

about equalities, and raising per capita incomes. Or, if Sri Lanka had a 

population growth rate of 1 per cent instead of 2 per·cent, it might not 

have the ~ssive unemployment problems which it is facing now. Or, if 
' 

developing countries trith a population growth rate of 3 per cent follow 

Sri Lanka's strategy of emphasizing only· agricultural-rural development and 

i8tlore industrial-urban development, they would face ImJch severer prob'!ems 

than Sri Lanka in terms of rr~ssive unemployment and low economic growth on 

~ per c·apita basis. 

In addition, it should be recognized that even in Japan and the 

Republic of Korea in which the industrial-urban clevelopment has been the 

major strategy, interpersonal and interregional inequa~ity was reduced 

initially by land reform and then by intergovernmental transfers, pricing 

and taxes/subsidies. 

Even if the industrial-urban approach is taken, in bringing about 

ur~an-rural balances, a multiple approach in industrial development will be 

required, comprising those industries ranging from large-scale, modern, 

capital-intensive to sw~ll-scale, labour-intensive industries, and even to 

cottage industries of traditional arts anc crafts. Simultaneous and comple

mentary development of large and small, capital-intensive and labour-intensive 

industries is seen in the development of modern China as well as Japan and 

the Republic of Korea (Wu, 1978, p. 38). The sub-contracting relationship 

between large- and small~scale industries existing in Japan is a typical 

example. ,The coexistence of capital-intensive and labour-intensive industries 

in the Republic of Korea can be interpreted as an aspect of structural change 

of the economy from the labour surplus to the labour scarce situation. 

What is important is the spatial alloca.tion of different industries 

in the national territory. Industries of different kinds in .terms" of 

capi tal-int~nsity and skill-requirement should be located in correspondence .. · 

with ~~e ~ierarchy of human settlements and the network of infrastructure 

so that maximum uae, can be made of the scarce resources employed in the 

industries. Fo.r .example, large-scale,, modern, capital-intensive industries 
··, . 

need infrastructu~~ of high quality. Since developing cojntries are short 

of investible resources for industries and infrastructure as well as skilled 

manpower, these large-scale, capit;al-intensive indusr:ries should be concen

trated in those areas where high-quality infrastructure and skilled manpower 

/are 
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are already available such as in existing urban centres, as seen even in 

Chiila;· If not: located in such an ar..e?,, a sufficient number and quantity 

of- thd?St·ries .. should be concentrated so that .high intensity .. of use is. 
' ·. 

assur~d of the infrastructure provided and skilled manpower employed. 

•'•A. 'moacrn' workplace, nioreov·er·. can· be really productive 
only,within a. modern environment, and for this reason 
alone is unlikely to fit into a 'district 1 ·consisting 
of rural areas and a few small towns. In every 
.. developing country' one can find industrial estates 
set up in rural areas, where high-grade modern equipment 
is standing idle most of the time because of a lack qf 
organi~ation, f~nance, raw material supplies, transport, 
mar~et'ing facili ti~s, and i:he like • • • a lot of scarce 
capital ·resources - normally imports paid from scarce . 
foreign exchang~.7 are virtually wasted (Schumacher, 1973, 
p. 178). ' . •' 

I~. ~akistan, as well as in many other devel~ping countries, a 

number, pf: in<lpstrial. estates in the peripheral regions suffered siow rates 
) 

of occupat~on and difficulty in recruiting skilled labour force and manage• 

r.ial staff. Consequently, the rate of return on :i.nvestroent has been 
' ' - . . . . 

materially lower than planned (Townroe, 1977, pp. 29, 33, 34.,. On the other 

hand, for industries to be developed in rural areas, "the production ~ethod 

employed mist be relatively simple, so 'that the demands for high s~ills are 
. 't, • 

minimized, not only fn the pr'oduction ·process itself but also in matters of. ' 
: •• 1 ' ) • :. ~ 

organ:lzation, raw rr.8terial ·supply; financing ·and marketing" (Schumacher, 
:·r r;·~ [·; . . 1 • •• 

1973, PP~ 175-176) • 

'' 

. -_ ... ~ 

:ln sel~cting lower order urban centres in rural areas for industrial 

devplopw~nt, e~ci~ting ~ntrepreneurship and development resources should be 

exploited to the maximuffi extent. Those towns which already have development 

potential, such as those which are fast growing and those which are on the 

trans?ortation network, should be selected. For example, it is stated that 

one ·i:>£ the weaknesses. in the present dev,elopment policies in Pakistan in 

selec·ting rural ,to.wns · (markaz) is that "the in.i tial centres designated were 

often v~ry small (i.e., with population below 5,000) or were in competition 
.,. '· . 

·with existing· and somewhat larger .trading centres" (Townroe, 1977, pp. 26-27) • 

. /In 

,, 

: .; 
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In other words, 2quality in the spatial context is a matter of scale. 

Even if the current spatial distribution of income or well-being, which often 

peaks at one or a few locations and tapers off outwards, is considered 

undesirable, the adoption of too many rural centres as growth centres is doomed 

to failure. A gradual increase in the number of peaks would be a surer way 

of achieving spatial equality. 

One other point about rural towns is that they may have a high rate . . 

of labour turnover and this problem should be considered for rural industrial 

development. The reason is that in d~veloping countries, rural-urban 

migration is mostly step-wise. i.e., from village to town to provincial 

centre and to national metropolitan areas. In developing countries towns 

mostly play a role of transition areas - such that the number of immigrants 

they gain from villa&es is approximately equal to the number of out-migrants 

they send to provirlcial ce~tres (Gedik, 1978b, p. 45; Tumertekin~ 1970, p. 165).: 

The probiem may not be how to direct rural migrart~s initially to these 

rural towns away from prdvirtcial centres or from metropoiitan areas; 

to hold them in the rural towns. 

but how 

In order for rural industries to facilitate equality in incomes, care 

should be -taken that this source of non-agricultural earnings help· the lower 

income group in rural areas. There is a big potential danger in ·developing · 

countr~es that members of those households with cultivated l~d ·of- larger ·thait 

the average size will be mainly employed, because they will probably have 

higher education level, and better contact \-Jith the influential people w:ho. will 

be hiring. This appears to be the case in the ~epublic of Korea (Kim, 1978, 

p 0 12) 0 

3. Conclusions 

The successful rural development in the Republic of Korea or Japan 

did not take place by itself. It was a part of the over-all development process( 

which has been very successful. These two cases lead to the industrial-

urban development model for achieving rural-urban b.alance. However, in order 
I 

for this model to' be feasible a host of social and political conditions must 

be satisfied as well as purely economic conditions. Above all, patience at 

least for a decade or two is required before the objective of rural-urban 

balance is achieved to a satisfactory degree. 

In the case of Sri Lanka, equality was considered as the major 

development objective. Due to a number of favourable socio-economic 

characteristics, its agricultural-rural development model was able to 

/achieve 

I 
' 

I 

I 
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achieve the major objective but the average level of econonic well-being 
I 

has hardly inproved. To the extent that the ~eople of the cou~try are 

contente~ with an equilibriuw at a low economic level but with a high level 

of equality~ the.model may be judged to have provided a solution. 

In the case o'f Ch5.na, a clear division was made; industry being 

capital-intensive took the role of expanding the national output and 

agriculture played the role of absorbing expanding and surplus labour 

force, while these two acted coropleroentarily nminly in rural development. 

Income distribution improved materially after the revolution and the country 
J. 

is on .the road to economic development. However, this approach did not lead 

to an instant solution. It took China 22 years (from 1952 to 1974) to 

raise-~~];· capita GDP from $75~20. (in mid-1970s constant prices) to $145.30, 

and·~ little shorter span of time for virtually eliminating unemployment. 

In recent years greatet attention has been paid to achieving equality 

of variou~ kinds and a nu~ber of. new policy measures have b~en devised in 

almost every country, including the Inpres programme of In4onesia and the 

New c~,nity MOvement of the Republic of Korea• Thes~ are tqe kind of 

policy instruments which tan be applied within the context of either grand 

afternative model, the industrial-urban, the agricul tural-.rural or the dual 

strategy of industrial and agricultural. But, the degree of success which 

one policy instrument can achieve depends greatly upon the social environment 

in which the country is placed. Among many, national consen~us on goals, 

social cohesion and political stability appears to be very important. 
',\II 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the equality between 

urban and rural areas is just one of the many desired goals. A single-minded 

emphasis on this goal without regard to its economic implications will lead 

to'a situation which is inferior to some other feasible alternatives. The 

case of Sri Lanka could be interpreted in this way hy some observers. 

An imPortant lesson which can·he learned from a survey of efforts 

made for achieving rural-urban balance in several countries can be summar~ze~ 

as follows: despite growing and O\Terwhelming attention paid to the ne't.-7 

approach.to development based on equality in distribution, a sound, steady 

an.d. multifaceted approach to socio.:..economic development would be, perhaps, 

a more effective way of achieving the over-all development objectives, when 

the.appro~ch is constantly refined on the basis of new informati~n made 
~ ... ',I.'.·;: ' _' 

available to policy makers. 
/Annex. 
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Annex 

THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF THE RURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

(a) General 

It can be assumed that the distribution of activities in ~he Republic 

of Korea was in an equilibrium of a certain kind in each of the observation 

years. The spatial pattern of activities changed from 1970 to 1975. in 

response to various factors. Some must have been related to general develop

ment and some others to specific_policy_ me~sures in question. General 

development may have selectively favoured ·the development of those areas 

having specific characteristics at the beginnin& of the period. T_h~s~ 

an attempt will be made below to identify the factors which have changed a 

welfare. index of a geographic area and the functional relatio?ship among 

them. Two kinds of variables are considered as posisible factors which· 

changed a. welfa~e index: (1) the variables which represent the initial 

conditions of the ar~a or state variables, and (2) the variables which 

represent an input. or chahge during the period or input or increment/decre~ent 

variabl~~. 
- i-·.' 

Fot this purpose of analysis,. the-Republic of Korea has been divided 

into:l70 geographic zones as presented in figure 2. The geographic division 

is based on-administrative boundaries of city ~nd gun. Wherever these 

administrative boundaries were altered since 1965~ those effective in 1970 

were used. There ~ere 32 cities and 138 guns in that year. 

Next, major aocio-econooic indicators for the zones have been selected 

from available data. In addition~ those variables which represent spatial 

policies have been i-dentified and, whenever possible, they have been quanti

fied. These ·data have· been taken for the three years: 1965, 1970 and 1975. 

As most spatial polic~es were adopted around 1970~ the period of 1970 to 1975 

has been intensively analysed. The drfinitions and the major characteristics 

of the variables used for analysis are contained below. 

-The analysis was undertaken first by identifying the welfare 

indicators, the change of which during the period of analysis would -be 

ex'pTained by ·other factors, and then by attempting to iden_tify the factors 

h · h 1 i h h i lf · d · a/ Th · d b w 1c exp a n·t e c ange n a we are 1n 1cator.- 1s was one y 

/estimating. 

~/ Ideally~ per capita income or some other direct welfare 
indicator should, be used as a dependent variable. However, due to the lack 
of such data~ indirect indicators have been used for analysis. 
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estimating through regressioh···analysis an ··equation for the change in the 

selected welfAre· indicator. Because our concern is to knm.r the ,causal 

relationship of policy variables with welfare indicators 9 emphasis"was 
" 

placed on findin~ factors which had led to the·change·in the welfare 

indicator in question during the period of analysis. The input variables 

considered as possible -~leterminants include, of course 9 policy measures 

which had been. applie'd: during the period. The follo:wing have been explicitly 

examinedg (1) the government contribution to the Saemaul Movement» (2) the 

p·rtvate investment associated with industrial estate development and (3) the 

improvement in accessibility due to highway construction and improvement. 

(b) The analysis of industrial estates 

There are nm.r more than 20 industrial estates which have been 

promoted by the Government. Some are intended to be labo~r-intepsive and 

some capital-intensive. The particular nature of an induf,triB:l estate has 

been determined by various factors. What is intended below is to identify 

the factors which have f.ormed the nature of the individual estate. The 

factors which have been cho~en as possible factors are presented below. 

(c) List of state variables 

General note: The last t\'lo digits in the variable name refers to 

the year of observation, e.g. 9 TP0~75 is total population in 1975. 

Variable 

TPOP 

APOP 

PAP 

NAPO._ 

PNAP 

RATM · 

RATG 

TDSE 

TDBU 

TDA 

TD 

Definition 

Total population in 105 persons 

Agticultural population in persons 

Percentage of agricultural population 

Non-agricultural popu~~tiort in person_s 

Percentage of non-agricultural population 
' .. 

Percentage of school enrol~ent in the 
secondary school-age population 

Percentage of college graduates in 
adult population 

Time distance in hours to Seoul 

Time distance in hours to Busan 

Averag~ time distance in hours to 
Se<,)Ul and·1 Busan 

.. ' 

Time distance in hours to Seoul or 
Busan whichever is less 

Source 
' ' .. :~ . 

1 
2 . 

APOP/TPOP x 100 x ·10-S 

.TPOP X 105 - APOP 

NAP/TPOP X 100 X 10-s 

1 

1 

3 

3 

(TDSE + ~DBU)/2 

TDSE or· TDBU 

/VTDS 
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VTDS 

VTDB 

VTDA 

VTD 

DOCT 

DPTH· 

TELP 

TPTH 

EXPORT 

EMPLOY 

IEINVT 
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Definition 

Inverse of time distance to Seoul 

Inverse of time distance to Busan 

Inv~rse of average time distance 

Inverse of TD 

Number of medical 9octors 

Number of me~i_ca,l, doctors per f,OOO persons 

Number of te,lephones 

Number of telephones per 1,000 persons 

Value of·.export from industrial estates 
in 1975 in $US 1 9 000 

Employment in industrial estates 
in 1975 in 1,000 persons 

Amount of private investment in 
industrial-estates up to 1975 in 
$US 1 9 000. 

(d) List of input and increment/dcc=ement variables 
·-· . . -. 

Source 

1/TDSE 

1/TDBU 

1/TDA 

1/TD 

4 

DOCT/TPOP x 1.000 x 10-5 

4 

TELP/TPOP X 1.000 X 10-5 

5 

5 

5 

. , .. 
General note: The last digit in the variable name refers to th~ 

period of observation. 1 refers to the period of 1965 to 1970 and 2 refers 

to the period of 1970 to 1975. 

Var-iable 

PPOPG 

DPNAP 

DRATM 

DRATG 

SEMLP 

SMLPA 

INVTP 

Pf>TDS 

· Definition 

Percentage growth rate of total 
popl,llation 

Difference in percentage of non
agricultural population 

Source 

TPOP 

PNAP75-PNAP70 

Difference in percentage of school· .. 
·enrolment in secondary school-age · · 
population ... 

·· ·•:'. · RATM75-RATM-70 

Difference in perc·entage of college 
_graduates in adult populatiq~ 

Per capita government contribution to 
the Saemaul Movement from 19/3 to 
1975 in $US 

Saemaul government contribution per 
agricultural population from 1973 to 
1975 in $US 

Private investment in industrial estates 
per cap:ita from 1970 to 1975 in $US 

Percentage change in time distance in hours 
to Seoul 

RATG75-RATG70 

6 

6 

5 

TDSE75-TDSE70 x lOO 
TDSE.70 

/PDTDB 



Variable 

PDTDB 

PDTDA 

PDOCG 
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Definition 

Percentage change in time distance in 
hours to Busan 

Percentage change in average time distance 
to Seoul and Busan 

Percentage growth rate of the number 
of medical doctors 

Source 

TDBU75-TDBU70 x lOO 
TDBU70 

TDA75-TDA70 x lOO 
TDA70 

DOCT75-DOCT70 lOO 
DOCT70 x 

(e) Sources of data 

1) Population and Housing Census~ 1966~ 1970 and 1975. 

2) Obtained from Korea Development Institute. 

3) Investigation of Effectiveness of Expressways (Korean), 
Korea Public Corporation for Expressways, and information 
supplied from the Ministry of Construction. 

4) Statistical Yearbooks~ 1970 of each province and 
Report on Major Administrative Indicators~ 1975 

5) Report on Industrial Estates, 1975. 

6) Saemaul Hovement. Ministry of Interi.Jr, 1973, 1974 and 1975. 

(f) Additional information on data organization 

1) They did not take a population census in 1965, but in 1966, 

so that we estimated population data in 1965 by using 1966 population census. 

2) In Korea~ school attendance is compulsory for· all children up 

to the age of twelve. Therefore, the secondary school education is voluntary, 

and we consider the ages for secondary school to be between the thirteen 

years old a~d eighte~n years old. 

3) There are no official statistics on time distances from cit~!s 

and countries to Seoul and Busan. To estimate time distance, first we have 

classified roads into five groups, national highways, paved national roads, 

unpaved national roads~ paved provincial roads, and unpaved provincial roads. 

Secondly, we have assumed average speed for each road to be 80 km/hr., 50 km/hr., 
I . 

40 km/hr.~ 45 km/hr.~ and 35 km/hr., respectively. Then we have multiplied 

distance by average speed to calculate the time distances. 

/(g) 
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(g) Major ·characteristics ·of selected variables 
~ . 

. f,· 
:::: 

Standard 
Variable Mean deviation Minimum r1aximum Unit 

TPOP70 181,328 437,647 14,859 5,433,198 persons 
TPOP75 204,144' 559,872 29s479 6,889,502 persons 

APOP75 77,932 43,787 6,946 235,589 persons 

PAP70 67.88 28.21 1.40 99.20 percentage 
PAP75 59.09 26.54 0.60 88.50 percentage 

RATM70 41.73 12.29 19 0 9<J 70.93 percentage · 
RATM75 59.82 9.91 33.92 85.78 percentage 

RATG70 2.55 1.99 o. 72 14.13 percentage 
RATG75 2.84 2.10 0.97 14.48 percentage 

TDSE70 4.04 2.12 o. 20 9·. 87· hours 
TDSE75 3.11 1.51 o. 20 - 6.50 hours 

TDBU70 4.69 2.10 0·.20 10.44 hours 
TDBU75 3.96 1.88 0.20 9.15 hours 

TDA70 4.36 1.43 2.37 8.25 hours 
TDA75 3.53 0.92 2.24 6.65 hours 

DOCT7P 70.03 507.12 2.00 '. 6,211.00 persons 
DOCT75 81.06 541.97 2.00 6,910.00 persons 

TELP70 3,154 17,495 0·· 206.532 units 
TELP75 6,265 33,~78 198 429,912 units 

SEMLPZ 0.913 0.467 0.030 2.380 1,000 won/pers 
SMLPA2 1.607 0. 759 0.400 5.566 1,000 won/pers 

PDTDA2 -15.70 12.55 -45.2~ 0.21 percentage 

PDOGG2 -30.53 299.54 -3,615.15 250 .1()0 percentage 

/BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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